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r or exciting new

THE SOFT SELL • Don Bagley 
Appealing, insinuating jazz by Bagley 
on bass, Manne on drums, Rowles on piano, 
Hom on woodwinds, Loy on French horn.

DIP 9007

GILBERT & SULLIVAN RESTYLED 
Manny Albam Orchestra and 
Jerry Duane Singers 
Refreshing wit and beauty revealed anew in 
these modern stylings of some of the most
delightful arias ever written DLP 3172

BUD FREEMAN AND HIS 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE TRIO 
A graduate of the old school earns new 
honors! Outstanding performances by
the master of the tenor sax. DLP 3166

ALREADY RELEASED
STEVE’S SONGS 
Manny Albarn

DLP 9008 • DOWN BEAT JAZZ CONCERT 
All-Stars

“Great line-up of jazz talent!'— Cashbox

JAZZ BAND HAVING A BALL! 
Larry Sonn

DLP 9005’

“Crackling array of big-band performances!’
—High Fidelity

JAZZ NEW YORK 
Manny Albarn

DLP 9004'

“Swinging performances"— New York Times

FLOWER DRUM SONG • Muriel Roberts 
Exciting debut! This attractive young pianist 
brings buoyant fun and exceptional skill
to the tuneful R&H score. DLP 3173

LORRAINE GELLER AT THE PIANO
The only featured album ever made by this 
talented lady, and one to be prized for
its imagination and deft style

DLP 9003'

“Superior . . . moments of eloquence!’
- Saturday Review

PLENTY OF HORN 
Paul Horn

DLP 9002'

“Will have hi-fi fans screaming with delight!’ 
— Down Beat

DIXIELAND DANCE PARTY 
Eddie Condon

DLP 3141

“Ebullient, great sounding Dixie tout!’
— Cashbox

follow the
•Also as ailable in Dot Ultra STEREOPHONIC Recording

DLP 3174

WINDJAMMER CITY STYLE 
Red Norvo
“Best of its kind!’—Down Beat

THE MASTERS WRITE JAZZ 
Leo Smit

DLP 3126*

DLP 3111

“Brilliant Playing!”—Loa Angeles Times

THE LION ROARS
Willie “The Lion'1 Smith
“The Lion swings as few do 
worthwhile!’—Jazz Review

line

DLP 3094

thoroughly
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LIKE PRO, LIKE STUDENT

His local Fender dealer showed him the complete line of 
Fender student guitars and amps . . . each beautifully 
designed and finished. He could hardly tell them from 
more expensive pro models and they had the same 
professional sound

He was happy too, when his instructor heartily concurred 
in his choice of a Fender Guitar and amp.

MORE AND MORE PROFESSIONALS AND STUDENTS ARE BUYING FENDER THEY KNOW THAT "FENDER 
QUALITY" COMBINES THE LATEST TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS WITH TRADITIONALLY FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP

Here’s a young musician with a hero, who wants 
some day to play and to sound just as good.

In choosing his guitar he learned that following in the 
footsteps of a top artist means playing a top-notch 
instrument



the first chorus

■ The festival season has opened 
with a winner. I refer to the first 
Midwest Collegiate Jazz Festival held 
at Notre Dame on April 11. (See 
news pages for complete details.)

Unlike the professional festivals 
still to come like Newport, Randall's 
Island, Monterey, etc. this was com
petitive in nature and was, of course, 
limited to college groups exclusively.

The competitive aspect has a spe
cial significance. For the first time 
on a college level, a judging sheet 
was used especially adapted by Down 
Bent from the standard Music Edu
cators National Conference form. 
Such criteria as tone, blend, intona
tion, dynamics, balance, etc. were 
applied to the contest performances 
with excellent results. There was no 
doubt that a successful basis of com
parison had been evolved for use in 
other events of this kind.

The most significant thing how
ever was the obvious talent of the 
participants. This festival can be
come an important showcase for 
new talent. Frank Holzfiend, one of

By Charles Suber

the judges, committed to book the 
winner into his famous Blue Note in 
Chicago was sorely tempted to book 
all seven finalists. They were that 
good. Many of them are bound to 
make it professionally.

It was refreshing to note the ab
sence of goatees and jive talk. These 
young musicians were interested in 
their music, not in becoming char
acters. While it was too much to ex
pect a new Miles Davis or Gerry 
Mulligan to emerge from the fes
tival, it was obvious that the talent 
was more than imitative. The charts 
were, on the whole, original; the 
playing technically sure.

And it wasn’t only the playing 
that impressed me. Many a commer
cial promoter could take lessons 
from the students in charge of ar
rangements. Student chairman, Bill 
Graham, and his committee did a 
bang-up job. The Notre Dame Field
house was well draped for good 
acoustics, the sound system was excel
lent (not a single feed-back howl), 
the lighting was professional, and the

stage management most efficient (less 
than three minutes to set up horn a 
combo to an 18 piece band). They 
even had the piano retuned after the 
afternoon session!

In future years this event is bound 
to be heavily scouted by record men, 
festival promoters, and bookers. 
They will have good pickings. ( \side 
to George Wein: You would do well 
to book the big Indiana band for 
French Lick this summer.)

Performances that will linger: 
Vocalist Lois Nemser (U. of Cincin
nati) backed only by guitar anti bass 
doing a slow, soulful Blue Moon . .. 
tenor man Sonny McBroom (Ohio 
State U.) taking solo after solo with 
a fat, precise brass section pushing 
him . . . Bob Sardo (Purdue) with 
an accordion that was truly a jazz 
instrument . . . the very tasty piano 
of Herb Pilhofer (U. of Minnesota) 
substituting for the regular man ... 
the drive of the Bob Pierson quar
tet (U. of Detroit) with Ben Appling 
on drums sounding like Art Blakey 
and brother Bob on very fluent 
piano.

I got the distinct impression that 
in several years a conversation tojj- 
per will be: “I was at the first col
legiate festival back in 1959.”

Preside 
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DOWN BEAT

Unless we who love jazz start caring enough 
to send our requests to the local disc jock-

lllu 
lath

Tape Club . . .
A large number of our chib members are 

keen to make contact with American tape 
recorder owners, and we would be grateful 
for any note you could publish . . .

eys regularly, so that jazz

However, if I would send

Poland.
Choi zow

Wishful Thinking?
I’d like to hear thaï

Poor but persevering.
Bev Ireland

done to rid the air waves of that horrible, 
tasteless music now being so widely played.

an album of 
hand of nest

Last month I lost my head and sent some 
pictures and a demo to a big man of music 
in N.Y. . . . Mi Big phoned, full of en
thusiasm He said . . my voice was too

(Reader Mat kowski’s addi ess: 7/10, Chor
>w, Poland.)

been 
(I’m 
best 
jazz 
A en

Whither Singers?
Reader Edward Lambrecht, who wants 

to altolish rock and roll with good pop 
music, has some beautiful dreams . . . I've

Poll Thanks . . .
I am honored to accept the gold plaque 

awarded to Gerry Mulligan and his fellow 
musicians for their splendid job with the 
score ol I Hunt to Live! and I would like 
to thank the editors of Down Beat Maga
zine foi coting this award to our film. We

some more retordings. a la Conwav I witty 
and/or Paul Anka, he could almost guaran
tee me a contract with a major label.

It's obvious that the greats like Sinatra 
Torme. Eckstine and Fitzgerald . will not 
tiring back good pops I he teenagers think 
of them as old folks . . .

Rom Sunny Poland . . .
I am a student of medicine. 23 years old. 

and my hobbies are collecting jazz records, 
photos of great jazzmen, and study of the 
history of jazz We had the first and second 
Polish Jazz Festival in Sopot in 1956 and 
1957: the third will be in July this year . . .

ing contact with American jazz fans for 
exchange of jazz records. Can vou insert mv 
name and address in your magazine?

Hearts and sincere greetings from sunny

Jazz Will Live
I disagree with Rev. Earl Burner’s re

marks that jazz will disappear ... if some
thing isn't done to keep it alive. As long 
as man has a spirit and can hold an instru 
ment. jazz will live.

it vers much
Waiter F. Wanger

He appreciate the apprecia-

we won t be able to get nd of the odor of 
this rock and bawl music. I agree with 
Father Keller that ' Il is better to light g 
candle than to curse the darkness."

the admiration of the fellow musicians in 
the studios who voted for them.)

singing for my supper for 10 years 
2(>), and I’ve ahsass tried to do the 
tunes in a stsle somewhere lietween 
and commercial. So what happens? 
little work . . I don't own a guitar.

(Ed note: the address of the Tape Re
coider Club is 73 Grand Parade, Harringay, 
London, N. 1, England.)

all appreciate 
Beverh Hills

(Ed. note: 
tion, but, to

coast musicians arranged and conducted by 
Michel Legrand . . .

Capitol was recording an album be Frank 
Sinatra backed by a “dek tette” type group 
conducted by Nelson Riddle, with plenty 
of solo space for the musicians and one of 
the tunes was ‘ Alack the Knife” . .

Norman Granz had found that other peo
ple besides idiots buy A'erve records and 
had decided to write more informative liner 
notes and list personnel on all albums, giv
ing composer credits and tunning times . . .

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY
39 FAYETTE ST. • NORTH QUINCY 71, MASS., U.S.A.

Please send my free copy of “THE SELECTION, USE 
AND CARE OF CYMBALS.”

CYMBALS

well. A handy glossary of ily used cymbal terms

¡eluded Send for your free copy today

THE SELECTION, USE 
AND CARE OF CYMBALS

Have you recei your free copy

This new fact-filled folder presents a wealth of useful 

information on the selection, use and care of cymbals 

All types of cymbals are briefly and clearly described 

not only cymbals played in the dance band but those 

played in the marching band, concert band and orchestra
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The SOLID SNARE DRUM SHELL I* • Slingerland 
exclusive feature. Strongest, most durable, and 
roundest shell mede. Improves tone production. 
Illustration shows the shell being turned on a 
lathe to a perfect circle and diameter.

Joe Raiche backs up Warren Covington and the Tommy Dorsey 

Orchestra with the finest equipment available—SLINGERLAND 

DRUMS—and with good reason—aside from the beauty and 

design, true quality is utmost important—factors from which 

SLINGERLAND has never deviated. Joe Raiche and many other 

great names are fully aware of these features.

That additional touch of confidence is yours for the playing, see 

your SLINGERLAND dealer right away.

SLINGERLAND DRUM CO.
1325 Belden Ave • Chicago 14, Ill.



Down BealNEW YORK

the personnel)

George Shearing

Tommy Wolf played by a quintet on stage Ran-

Erroll Garner engagement in Boston

UNIFORMITY
Leonard

don June 15 Herbie Mann (52

Herbie Mann

Cornell bandstand because of boisterous conduct

by Down Beat photographer

appreoate the ' custom-made'

quality of every Symmetricut Reed

Rollins’ tenor Sarah Vaughan and Modern Jazz

DOWN BEAT

compositions recorded) made ASCAP. 
His Afro-Cuban sextet playing Cork 
‘n’ Bib on Long Island these week-

poser Darius Milhaud

Sonny Rollins became a 
. . Chris Connor walked

Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and Dizzy Gillespie 
booked for Newport '59.

(Continued on page 38)

display in Graphics in Packaging
1958, an exhibition now at the American Institute of

Bill Russo completely re<

Safranski are

b\ Eddy Costa June 1 featuring Herb Geller’s alto 
(Geller has decided to stay in the east and Sonny

Bob Parent is on

Feather taking his family to England 
to visit his parents in June. Helen 
Merrill is travelling with the Feathers 
on the S.S. America to open in Lon-

highlighted by an exhibit at the Gaga Gallery of Aram 
Avakian’s Photographic Essay of Garner in Enrobe 
made in Paris when Erroll was there to receive the

dall’s Island Jazz Festival '59 now in planning stage 
with Elaine Lorillard on advisory board Will be held 
August 21, 22, and 23 . . . Ramses ft Smith’s famed 1939 
tome, Jazzmen, long out of print, has been reissued in 
paperback form by Harvest Books ($2.25) of Harcourt,

Graphic Arts on E. 40th.
IN PERSON: Count Basie for Birdland May 21 to 

June 3 . . . Roundtable has Jack Teagarden booked 
for June 22 . . . Zoot Sims to be followed at Hall Note

musical based on Jav Landesman’s 
novel, opened May 12 at the Henry 
Miller with a jazz score written by

ends 
BMI 
off a 
from 
from

A B-ish
Foi tl 

nothing 
spring c 
was layi

JAZZNOTES: Miles Davis Piofile, a half-houi film 
for TV, previewed in New York. First nine minutes 
features Miles with a small group. Balance of the timi 
is taken up with Miles playing Miles Ahead in a large 
group led by Gil Evans. Bob Harridge’s comnuutary 
takes less than a minute. It’s all music, man, and it’ll 
be on TV soon . . . George Shearing is disbanding his 
quintet to study lor his symphony concert appeal .mces, 
When he reorganizes in August to go into the Embers, 
he will have an entirely new personnel . . . Bandstand 
USA, NBC radio network, featuring 
Berl Park», in ti pl.u rd In s \it.coil;
rime, io -tailing I i ink Blair md *
Don Russell with Skill h Henderson’s I

► s. v.'Omm . 1 I «Idll |

Show, which started April 27, is daily 
from 2 to 4 p.m., uses a different name 
musician or singer as guest each day 
. . . The Nervous Set, an intimate
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Quartet at Carnegie May 23 . . . Lou Donaldson’s Trio 
at Count Basie’s in Harlem . . . (ount Basie, Louis
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One result

Tale of a Card
If a performer is to make a living, 

he must work in New' York. That’s 
why so much heat is generated

some time ago after he had been in
volved in a shooting scrape. Late this 
spring, the Copacabana wanted Billy 
for an engagement, quietly arranged

May 14, 1959 ■ 9
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NATIONAL SCENE
A Bash For Benny

For the young clarinetist there was 
nothing much cheerful about the 
spring of 1934. His bright new band 
was laying an egg all across America.

No more chipper was Willard 
Alexander, a young fellow out of the 
University of Pennsylvania just get
ting his start as a hooker He had 
decided to back the clarinetist’s band 
on a gamble, and much was riding 
on it.

7 he trouble was that people came 
to the ballrooms to dance, not listen, 
and what the band was playing 
(fresh new arrangements unlike any
thing anyone was familial with) did 
not seem suitable for dancing at first.

Things were so bad in Denver that 
band members were muttering about 
Goodman felt like Christopher Co
lumbus, who also pushed a journey 
Westward over the discontent of his 
crewmen. But push he did, and the 
band went into the old Palomar ball
room m Los Angeles expecting more 
discouragement.

Exactly what was the catalyst 
at the Palomar has never been ade- 
quatelv explained But audiences 
suddenly caught fire, their heat in 
turn setting fire to the band. From 
that moment on opening night when 
the band tried a couple of “hot num
bers”, Benny Goodman was a hit: 
the people ciied out for mote.

The hit grew into a sensation, and 
for the weeks of Palomar engage
ment—the engagement that put the 
biilliant band to lame ancl launched 
the swing era—the house was packed 
The rest of the tour was a success.

All that was 25 years ago. And it 
was to celebrate that famous change 
in the Goodman luck that critics, 
musicians, singers, the trade press
anybody and everybody who had a 
connection with Goodman or could 
wangle an invitation—gathered two 
week-, ago at the 21 club in New 
York.

Peggy Lee and Lionel Hampton- 
two of the countless performers that 
Benny brought to fame—gave the 
party Sundry musicians provided the 
entertainment. Benny supplied the 
big, fat smile that is familiar to mil
lions of Americans. And as he passed 
irom group to cocktail-drinking 
group, he said not much except,

KING OF SWING 
Still going strong

“Thanks, man,’’ and shook hands.
“I didn’t heat more than 20 words 

from Benny,” one of his friends said 
later. "His 25 years seemed such an 
accepted fact,”

There were celebrities galore, 
though not everyone was there. 
Benny is not famous as the most
loved man in the music business As 
with many great leaders, his strict 
disciplines (his sidemen used to call 
him I he Ray because of his harsh 
critical glance) precluded that. But 
he is one of the most respected mem
bers of a trying profession—and one 
of the most admired musicians. His 
fleet clarinet work produced a host 
of imitators, no peers. Even today, 
when the techniques of most instru
ments have pushed forward in jazz,

IN THE NEWS
A Bash for Benny

Goodman celebrates 
anniversary .............

Tale of a Card
New York Police Power

Challenged ..........................

All Roads Lead fo Chicago
New talents found at

Notre fíame ........................

Anglo-American Herd
Herman in England with 

binational band.............  

few if any clarinetists have matched 
the skill of Goodman at his best.

And offering adequate proof 
that time and his studies of classical 
clarinet with Reginald Kell had not 
dimmed his luster (as some have 
claimed), Benny played with a jam 
group made up of Shelly Manne, 
Andre Previn (himself celebrating 
winning an Academy Award for his 
score for Gigi), Hampton, Pepper 
Martin on baritone, Herb Geller on 
alto and Jack Lesberg on bass. 
“Benny played well,” Down Beat's 
New York editor, George Hoefer, 
said later. “Benny always plays well.” 

z\fter the party, making his point 
even more firmly, Benny prepared to 
do the Texaco “Swing into Spring” 
spectacular on television—ancl to take 
a band out on the road Opening 
night was scheduled at Hershey, Pa. 
A Carnegie Hall concert was to fol
low.

With a list of unparalleled suc- 

famous concert at Carnegie Hall in 
1938) and of famous names he had 
helped to build (Harry James, Gene 
Krupa, Jess Stacy, Dave Tough, 
Bunny Berrigan. Charlie Christian, 
Teddy Wilson, and of course Peggs 
Lee and Lionel Hampton, among

America may lose singer Billie Holi
day to England Never acclaimed as 
a saint, Lady Day is nonetheless 
looked on as one of the great jazz 
singers She may give up the country 
oi her birth, live in England. Rea
son: she was unable to get a police 
card to work in New York.

The licensing question flared up 
again in the New York press recent-
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Composer conductor Leith Stevens talks to 
tea Nichols on the set of the biopic The Five 
Pennies. Red gives his views on the jazz of 
his era and on life in general.

up gl tat 
young in1 
technical 
Institute 
velaci l*o

trombone
Noi w 

result <»1 I 
Brewing 
campuses 
cast. I' h<

Stevens alerts the musicians, using no baton 
but his uplifted finger and still burning cigar
ette. Stevens has done pioneer work on jazz
in-films, was responsible for Shorty Rodgeri 
score for The Wild One Underscore work comes 
late in a Rim's processing; Five Pennies is due 
for release shortly.

film about ¡an 
the comments, 
Danny Kaye is

Stevens, gifted Hollywood 
wrote the underscore for the 
trumpeter Nichols, ponders 
smoking o pensive cigarette 
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the opportunity to prove it . . . The 
coaches feel I have ability ...”

I he singer plans something in 
musicals, at first, so he can “get the 
feel of the cameras while I’m doing 
something I know First exposure 
will come in a telex ision series to be 
filmed in London and viewed on the 
continent. This is scheduled for fall.
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“We wanted to do it in Europe to 
see how it goes before bringing it 
to this country,” the singer said. “It’s 
something like taking a show on the 
road.” He denied that the decision 
to go to Europe first was based on 
the experience of Nat King Cole’s 
late, lamented telex ision program. 
Cole’s show, considered entertaining, 
picked up an audience but never a 
sponsor: Common but reliable talk 
had it that sponsors xvere afraid to 
back a show starring a Negro.

“What happened to him need not 
happen to me,” Mathis said.
More from Lerner-Loewe

April in Paris may be fine for 
lovers but Alan Jay Lerner and 
Frederick Loewe chose the summer
time there to write their forthcom
ing musical, fenny Kiss’d Me.

Due to begin rehearsals in New 
York next January, the show will be 
based on a romance in the court of 
King Arthur. The title is borrowed 
from a poem by Leigh Hunt.
Guild Gets Director

Jimmy DePriest. 23-year-old Phil
adelphia conductor-composer-arrang
er-percussionist has been apfxnnted 
musical director of the Contempo
rary Music Guild of the Quaker City, 
the non-profit organization estab
lished recently to support the Phila
delphia Jazz Orchestra.

DePriest is xvell known in music 
circles for his unique series of jazz 
concerts at the University of Penn
sylvania, which introduced to the 
Philadelphia area such jazz works as 
Johnny- Richards’ compositions from 
the Kenton Cuban Fire album. J. J. 
Johnson’s Poem For Brass, John 
Lewis’ Thiee Little Feelings, Jimmy 
Giuffre’s Pharoh. and his own tone 
poem for percussion titled Impetus. 
Show Us the Beatniks

Nobodx was disturbed when a TV 
camera crew come into New York’s 
Five Spot Cafe to get a few shots for 
a show about the beat generation.

The trouble came later.
Mal Waldron, whose fine group 

is at the Spot for an indefinite stay, 
reports that tourists who saw the TV 
show are now turning up in quantity 
to look for beatniks. And Waldron 
finds that they’re making his mu
sicians (Kenny Dorham, trumpet; 
Curtis Fuller, trombone: Benny Gol
son. tenor: Doug Watkins, bass; 
Specs Wright, drums, and Rav Bry
ant, tenor) a little nerxous. The 
customers whisper among themselxes, 
point out “a genuine beatnik” when
ever they think they see one, and 
xvonder when the poetry starts.

Waldon, of course, has no poet on 
his group, and at last report had no 
plans to add one.
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di unken-driving charge in Las Vegas 
last fall. Police promptly said Dan
iels had failed to report it when he 
applied for return of his card. Dan
iels must explain the situation to 
them when he arrives shortly from 
a Florida engagement.

Irritation at the problem is based 
not on moral defense of the artists 
who have been hurt by the licensing 
right of police, but on the theory 
that police should not haxe a right 
to cut a man oft from his income.

A change may be in sight. Band
leader Johnny Richaids recently in
stituted a test case lor pianist Bill 
Rubenstein. The intention: to find 
out if the New York Police Depart
ment actually does have a legal right 
to license entertainers for work.

Rubenstein, Richards and trom
bonist J. J. Johnson have protested 
to Police Commissioner Stephen 
Kennedy, Deputy Police Commis
sioner James J. McElroy and the 
board of trustees of the police pen
sion fund Richards is acting on be
half of musicians he’d often like to 
but cannot hire.

Attorney Maxwell T. Cohen, rep
resenting the plaintiffs, has allies in 
the New York Civil Liberties Union 
and the National Lawyers' Guild, 
both in the case on a “friend of the 
court" basis. One witness xvho is to 
be called on behalf of musicians is 
Steve Allen. The hearing opened 
April 28 in the New York State Su
preme Court.

Cohen plans to stress how musi
cians have helped diminish inter
national tensions through tours, plus 
other serious contributions to so
ciety. But one of his most effective 
arguments may be this: the day last 
fall that he filed the complaint. New 
York police took in 128 persons in a 
major crack-doxvn on narcotics users 
anil pushers. Not one xvas a musician 
or entertainer.
Mathis to Thespis

In the past few years, actors have 
been becoming singers and singers 
becoming actors at such a pace that 
it’s hard to sort them out.

Latest to pull the switch is Johnny 
Mathis, xvho has been taking drama 
lessons. “I alxvays thought I could 
act.’ Mathis said, “but I nex-er had
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Horns A-Plenty
Evidently, the trombone was en

joying a major vogue. Of 200 stu- 
.lent applicants for a summer of free 
study at Lenox, Mass., 132 were 
trombone players.

Noi was that the only peculiar 
result of the contest F. & M. Schaefer 
Brewing Company sponsored on 
campuses throughout the north
cast. M hereas some colleges turned 
up great numbers of jazz-playing 
young instrumentalists, two eligible 
tahnkal schools — Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and Rens- 
selaei Polytechnic Institute — were 
dropped from the contest because of 
lack ol interest in jazz among engi
neering students. That left 12 col
lege» in the contest.

Music faculties at the schools, 
who are judging the contest in con
junction with jazz witter and critic 
Martin Williams, found a division 
of jazz interests, depending on the 
school At Princeton, Rutgers, Le
high, and the University of Penn
sylvania, modern jazz predominated. 
At Harvard, Yale, Williams, Union, 
Colgate, Cornell, Holy Cross and 
Boston University, Dixieland jazz 
got in its licks — though modern jazz 
wasn't missing at any of the 12 
schools.

Ti innpet was well represented in 
the competition — with pianists, 
drummers, clarinetists, saxophonists 
and a lone French horn man from 
Princeton following in that order.

The four or five best instrumen
talists on each campus must prepare 
a tape lor submission to the faculty 
at the School of Jazz at Lenox. The 
faculty will choose six or seven of 
the most promising, may have the 
makings of a combo among the win
ners — unless, of course, all those 
trombone players come down the 
stretch together.

As the contest moved toward final 
judging, puzzled officials were won
dering if the Broadway song “Sev
enty-six Trombones” had had some 
sort of inspirational impact.

Hi Hat's Hard Luck
For more than 20 years, rhe Hi-Hat 

duh occupied a choice location 
'tnong the jazz dubs of Boston’s 
South End District. It started first 
as a supper dub, then switched to a 
name band policy when the jazz 
,pots came into popularity. The dub 
had <dl reason to expec t success.

But hard luck dogged it almost 
from the start. After World War II, 
lesser luminaries took over the band
stand during the business let-down. 
Later, entertainment stopped alto
gether.

Trombone playing items to be taking on epidemic proportions. While elsewhere in the country a 
contest of jazz musicians in colleges turned up 13? trombonists out of 200 applicants (see Horns 
A Plenty), in New York, 11 of the country's top trombone men—and woman-—assembled to record 
on album. Here, counterclockwise, are Dick Hixon. Bart Varsalona, Bob Brookmeyer (playing his 
valve instrument of court«), Frank Rehak, arranger J J. Johnson, bassist Milt Hinton, pianist Hank 
Jones, Bob Alexander, Melba Liston, Benny Green, Eddie Berl and Jimmy Cleveland. Meantime, in 
Hollywood, 10 more top trombone men were busy making Ihe other half of the album, for a 

total of 20 of them on one IP.

There were brief jazz revivals, of 
course, and at times it seemed jazz 
would remain at the Hi Hat. Then, 
at New Year’s a few years ago, a fire 
gutted the club's interior. It was re
built.

Again the fits and starts, until the 
Hi Hat reopened recently with an
other name jazz policy. The future 
looked bright. Then, a fortnight 
ago, a new fire started in the base

fortune to an end: the building’s re
mains were razed as a safety hazard.

WHAT'S New
Big Sid Mark, a protege of the 

late Harvey Husten (Philadelphia 
area disc jockey and jazz club man
ager) , had to talk loud and long to 
convince rock n‘ roll outlet WHAT 
to give him a jazz show 18 months 
ago. The Philadelphia station gave 
him an hour — from 2 to 3 a.m

Mark, former bouncer at Husten’s 
Red Hill Inn, worked hard and, 
nine months ago, WHAT decided 
to give jazz a real try. It scheduled 
12 hours of jazz daily, from 6 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. on FM, the rest on both 
FM and AM. Mark had no sponsors 
until the Red Hill, appropriately 
enough, took a half-hour segment. 
Following Husten’s format, Mark 

used the low-pressure approach and 
programmed mainly modern jazz.

The formula has worked. Today, 
Mark is the anchor man of four jazz 
jockeys on WHAT, which programs 
jazz 18 hours a day — from 11 a.m. 
to 5 a.m. the following day. Sponsors 
include a top investment house, 
record man Sam Goody, a big food 
chain — and the Red Hill. There are 
15 sponsors in all — each with seg
ments of 15 minutes or more.

Mail response is good: a recent 
contest drew 1,000 cards in three 
days. Physicians and doctors write 
that they play jazz for their patients 
in the waiting rooms.

Next goal for Mark and WHAT 
— 24 hours of jazz daily.

Throat Trouble
The name of the vocal group is 

The Mariners, but a Boston night
club owner thinks of them as The 
Lafesavers. On two consecutive 
weeks, he was forced to call on them 
to pull him out of holes when the 
scheduled artists at his South Boston 
nightclub left him high and dry.

The first lime was when Eartha 
Kitt left him on a weekend, with 
I he j»arting shot that she had a sore 
throat. Throughout the week. Stan
ley Blinstrub had complained that 
she was systematically cutting her 
act.

She left on a Friday and Blinstrub, 
aftei many telephone calls, was able 
to secure the Mariners for the bal
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ance of the contract. He also held 
her four-figure check pending a re
view ol the case by the Variety 
Artists’ Guild.

But his troubles xvere not oxet. 
Another sore throat faced him when 
Teresa Brewer cancelled her week.

According to the beleagured Blin
strub, Teresa and her agent had been 
trying to “get out of the contract” 
for six weeks. When he refused a 
postponement until fall, Blinstrub 
claims, her agent informed him 
Teresa was going “to get sick, 
whether you like it or not.

Once again he hailed the rock
steady Mariners to pull him through 
to port — and gave the Artists' Guild 
another case to look into.

MIDWEST
All Roads Lead to Chicago

If there was a surfeit of trombones 
in the Eastern college contest for 
summer scholarships at Lenox, Mass., 
there was a scarcity ol good baritone 
and clarinet players in another col
lege competition: the big, bustling 
Midwest Collegiate Jazz Festival at 
the University of Notre Dame. It 
was to be expected. As Dan Mor
genstern points out in this issue’s 
survey of reed instruments, young 
talents on these instruments are 
scarce.

It was the only scarcity there was. 
Hardened music business pros raised 
eyebrows at the quality of the play
ing, and shrewd Freddie William
son of Associated Booking (Corpora
tion was seen talking shop—probably 
bookings—xvith several ol the young 
musicians.

The competition drew young tal
ents from campuses all over the mid
west, turned up an accordion player 
so good that Art Van Damme 
quipped: “I’d like to step on his fin
gers." A few hours later, accordionist 
Van Damme, as one of the judges, 
had helped vote Pin due University’s 
Bob Sardo not only accordion winner 
but outstanding instrumentalist of 
the festival as well.

These were the other solo win
ners: trombone, George West (Ober
lin) ; piano, Herb Pilhofer (U. of 
Minnesota) ; drums, Ben Appling 
(U. of Detroit) ; alto saxophone: 
Dave Hutson (U. of Illinois); tenor: 
Sonny McBroom (Ohio State) ; trum
pet: jiin Benham (Michigan State) ; 
string bass, Bill Woods (U. of De
troit) ; Guitar: Don Miller (U. ol 
Cincinnati); vocalist: Lois Ncmser 
(U. of Cincinnati).

But interest focused mainly on the 
gioups in the competition, reached a 
peak lor the winner: the UJW quin 
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tet from U. of Minnesota, led by 
Zoot Sims-like tenorist Gary Berg. 
Runners-up, in order, were Dave’s 
Band, led by Dave Baker (Indiana 
U.), the OSU Jazz Forum Big Band 
(17 members), led by Lowell Latto, 
(Ohio State), and the University of 
Detroit’s Bob Pierson quartet.

The Pierson group was named best 
combo in the quintet-or-smaller cate
gory, Dave's Band was named best 
band, and The Ivy’s, a group from 
Western Michigan University, was 
cited for special merit.

The UJW group will get at least a 
week’s booking at Chicago’s Blue 
Note as one of its prizes, and Blue 
Note owner Frank Holzfiend (one 
ol the judges, along with Down Beat 
publisher Charles Suber; Robert 
Trendier, musical director of Chi
cago radio-TV station WGN; and 
Van Damme) indicated he would 
book two other festival groups as 
well. The Ivy’s will be booked for 
several WGN radio and TV shows, 
according to Trendier. The special 
merit citation was given this group 
because it was hard to pigeonhole: 
the group sings, something in the 
manner of the Four Freshmen, and 
accompanies itself.

The crowd at Notre Dame’s field
house numbered 1,200 as the first of 
the 15 bands and combos went into 
the 514-hour competition on Satur
day, rose to 1,700 roaring enthusiasts 
by evening. The university’s switch
board was swamped with calls when 
the local radio station carried por
tions of the festivals. Callers wanted 
to know if tickets were still available. 
And when it was all over Sunday, 
everyone—even the losers—agreed the 
festival was “a gas.”

Next stop for winners: Chicago.

Chicago is next stop for four more 
competition winners, as well: the 
bands of Ted Elfstrom of Montreal, 
Jules Herman of St. Paul, Minn., 
Dr. Gene Hall of Dallas and Ken 
Cloud of Seattle. They are regional 
winners in the American Federa
tion ol Musicians-sponsored National 
Dance Band Contest, intended to 
stimulate the band business. Along 
with fixe more regional winners, they 
will head lor Chicago’s huge Aragon 
Ballroom May 8. There, the nine 
“local” bands will be winnowed in 
a semi-final competition to four. The 
four finalists will compete in New 
York’s Roseland Ballroom

Prizes for the winner: a four-week 
booking at Roseland, a road torn ot 
most of the nation's top ballrooms, 
a complete outfitting of new instru
ments for the musicians, an appear
ance on a national TV show, and a 

recording contract. Those weie the 
tangible prizes. Ihe intangible 
prize counted even more: probable 
elevation to the name band category.

So successful has the contest been 
(2(1 bands competed in Los Angeles 
alone; a laudatory influence on busi
ness is reported) that official« con
nected with it—like those at Notre 
Dame too—announced that plans ate 
already under way lor next sear’s 
event.

Sound in Soldiers Field
The biggest problem what to do 

with all those seats in Chicago's Sol
diers Field.

But planners of the big jazz event 
scheduled there August 8 and 9 
think they have it licked with a sys
tem that will use wings to cut (hi 
100,000-odd seats down to 30,000. \ 
revolving stage will present the 30 
or 35 jazz artists they hope to have 
take part.

Planned by Playboy magazine, to 
be held in conjunction with the Pan
American Games, the August festival 
will run over a weekend, with pet- 
formantes scheduled for 2 and 8 p.m 
on the Saturday and Sunday. Signed 
thus far are Stan Kenton, the Kai 
Winding septet, singer David Ulen, 
anil the Earl Bostic sextet. Playboy 
jazz promotion director Don (.old is 
handling the artists.

Some city officials, who want to see 
the event boost interest in the Pan
American games, are hopeful oi at
tendance of 100,000.

U.S.A. WEST
Death ot a Horn Man

For the better part ol a decade 
Don Paladino was one ol the most 
respected lead trumpeters in the 
band business. Active in music since 
his fourteenth birthday, the kid from 
Buffalo, N.Y., got his first break 
with Johnny Long’s band after an 
audition in a Buffalo theatre, made 
a coast-to-coast tour xvith the leader.

While he was gaining band ex
perience, the youngster's formal 
education posed a problem. Long's 
wife, a schoolteacher by profession, 
stepped in, took Don under her wing 
and saw to it he got the equivalent of 
a high school education.

After rounding out his music 
training at a school in Ann Arbor, 
Mich., Paladino took to the road in 
earnest with the bands oi Hai 
McIntyre, Artie Shaw and Stan 
Kenton. In 1950 he joined Les 
Brown for a six-xear stay, settling 
down to Hollywood recording work 
when the Blown band lost its steady 
berth on the Bob Hope radio series
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and was forced to hit the road again.
Though settled with his wife, Lyn, 

his s<m, Christopher, now 8, and 
daughter, Dana, now 6, in Canoga 
Park, California, Paladino took a 
month off from studio work in 
November-December 1957 to tour 
Europe with the Harry James band. 
He continued playing lead for 
James on west coast dates until 
February 1958 when recurring head
aches forced him to stop playing.

As the headaches persisted Pala
dino entered UCLA Medical Center 
for observation, later underwent 
brain surgery and X-ray treatment. 
Despite the efforts of specialists, his 
condition worsened.

Los Angeles musicians, aware of 
the financial difficulties to which the 
trumpeter’s family was subjected, 
contributed generously to a fund co
ordinated by his friend, former Les 
Brown drummer Jack Sperling. For 
a year, the contributions of his col
leagues lessened the plight of 
Paladino’s loved ones.

Last month, after some 18 months 
of suffering the ravages of brain 
cancer, Don Paladino, still ignorant 
of the true nature of his lingering 
illness, died at his home in Canoga 
Park. He was 30.
Loud Click in Vegas

In recent years Las Vegas has be
come a golden goose for entertainers 
and, latterly, big bands. It has be
come commonplace for performers to 
contend that, if they can land a 
Vegas gig, every alley in the gam
bling center becomes Easy Street.

Last month a new click was heard 
in the Sahara hotel’s Casbar Theater 
-and it had little to do with the 
familiar noise of the roulette wheel. 
It began when singer Mel Torme 
was hired as substitute for ailing 
Louis Piima. hospitalized in Los 
Angeles with a nose ailment.

Torme worked the Casbar with 
Prima’s regular backstoppers, Sam 
Butera and the Witnesses. He was 
an instant hit. Upshot of his 
emergency appearance there was a 
signed three-year deal with the 
hotel to the tune of $210,000.

Soon as Torme swims clear of 
current movie chores in Al Zug- 
smith's M-G-M film, Girls’ Town, 
the erstwhile Velvet Fog is set to 
embark on an initial 12-week stint at 
the Sahara. He will use an instru
mental quintet plus the pulchritude 
of a girl vocalist. This engagement 
will be followed by a dozen weeks 
a year through 1961.

Torme clearly had parlayed a one- 
week subbing stint into a coup 
dreamed of by countless performers. 
With talent and gamblers’ chips, he 
had crashed the party.

All set to swing into camera action on television's newest music show. Bandwagon, currently 
seen over Los Angeles' KABCTV one hour each week, are (I. to r.) producer Jimmie Baker, exec
utive producer Pete Robinson, singer Doris Drew and jazz vocalist-guitarist Jackie Paris. Although 
the new show has been sold to a beer company those paper cups indicate only coffee hunger.

Anthony Hits The Road
Saved from a Hollywood acting 

career by a hit single record, Ray 
Anthony has once more hit the road.

Sailing along on the strength of 
his Capitol waxing of the Peter 
Gunn Theme by Hank Mancini, 
Anthony is on a 52-city tom that will 
take his band on an eight week trip 
down the east coast, and then home 
to California via Texas.

The dapper, trumpet-playing lead
er has for the last two years mani
fested more interest in thespian en
deavors than in pushing valves in 
front of a band. Pictures in which 
he has appeared as actor are High 
School Confidential and Night Of 
The Quarter Moon.

But the success of his Peter Gunn 
single does not necessarily mean a 
full-time return to the life of a road 
bandleader. On returning from his 
current tour, Anthony is expected 
to step into an MCA-negotiated 
weekly television show over the NBC 
network for the summer. If success
ful with sponsors and viewers, the 
program may extend into the fall, 
with guest recording names aimed 
at a young audience.

Meanwhile, back on the tour, the 
trumpeter reportedly is playing on 
a $12,500 weekly guarantee against 
a 60 per cent share of the take. The 
band’s appearances are evenly split 
between dances for the general pub
lic and colleges plus private party 
bookings.

Another Film For Duke
On the heels of his current mo

tion picture music assignment on 
Otto Preminger’s Anatomy of A 
Murder (Down Beat, April 16) Duke 
Ellington is set to jump into a sec
ond movie score late this fall.

According to George Glass, co
executive producer with Walter 
Seltzer of the forthcoming film 
adaptation of the novel Paris Blues 
by Harold Flender, Ellington has 
made a verbal agreement to write an 
original jazz score for the movie, 
scheduled to begin production some
time in the fall in France.

The Ellington orchestra will be 
touring Europe during September, 
October and November, about when 
shooting is expected to begin on 
the picture. Sidney Poitier will co- 
star in the Pennebaker (Marlon 
Brando’s company) production.

Actual commencement of Elling
ton’s work on the music, Glass em
phasized, will depend on the avail
ability of a completed screenplay 
from which the composer must work.

Paris Blues, the story of a love 
affair between an expatriate Ameri
can jazzman and a touring U.S. 
schoolteacher, will be distributed 
through United Artists which is 
headed by Max Youngstein.

“Youngstein is a great jazz buff,” 
Glass told Down Beat. “Matter of 
fact, he’s really the alter ego of this 
picture and wants to see it become 
a really big movie.”
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Capitol followed 
with eight albums 
normally associated 
Jeri Southern and 
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And Far Out
Matty Matlock’s Four Button Dixie 
Chico Hamilton's Gongs East, the 
drummer’s first LP for the label:

a close second 
featuring artists 
with jazz. Tw’o, 
Mark Murphs,

ler, Bernie Leighton and Irv Joseph; 
and an LP w’ith no less than 20 
trombones, The Trombones, Inc.

The two Dot jazz I P’s are Soft 
Sell w’ith bassist Don Bagley, French 
homist Tomms Loy and reed man 
Paul Horn, and Bud Freeman and 
his Summa Cum Lande Trio. Steve 
Allen Plays is the third album in 
release.

Gray the following day phoned 
Stein, demanded equal time as pro
vided under the law for electioneer
ing hopefuls.

Stein couldn’t understand Gray’s 
demand. “My dear doctor,” he told 
Gray, “we discussed music, not poli
tics. That Mr. Novarro is your oppo
nent is of no interest to me. 1 m 
afraid that, under the circumstances, 
your demand for ‘equal time won’t 
stand up.”

Retorted Gray: “I didn’t say any
thing about discussing politics. I 
happen to be* an excellent jazz pian-
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The offering from Warner Bros, 
consists of George Avakian’s Jazz

C razy ; Bob

older and more estab

Dot presented two I P’s in Tom 
Mack's Jazz Horizons series and one 
album nudging the jazz periphen 
b\ Steve Allen.

Hollywood—Displaying his wares 
to a local retail record dealer, Phil 
Lagree, salesman with Warner Bros. 
Records, brought lorth one of the 
label's latest releases. The album 
cover showed a large tombstone on 
which was engraved the title: BIX 
MCMLIX. (Rough translation: Bix 
1959.)

The dealer gazed at the album a 
moment, then shook his head and 
commented, “Nice cover all right. 
But who the hell,” he demanded, “is 
Bix McMlix?”
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Baby won't you please come home . . . ? Count Basie, left, and singer Joe Williams, seem to 
be making that plea to Don Byas, the one-time Basic saxophonist who married in Holland and 
stayed there Reunion came during the Basie band's visit to The Hague, one stop on the 
musicians' highly successful tour abroad

Equal time was scheduled for can
didate Gray on KNOB.

lished neighbors, burgeoning W.B.R 
surged ahead numerically with the 
release of 11 packages during April. 
Under the promotional heading. 
Jazz Festival, the albums ranged 
from a jazz adaptation of folk songs

The radio interview with the 
councilman went very well, reported 
Stein. No politics was discussed — 
just jazz. Both dj and politico felt 
the airtime had been put to some 
constructive use.

Dr. D. Overstreet Gray, however, 
felt otherwise. As Navarro's oppo-

“I m little Joe Williams from the USA. Who 
ore you? William Mengelberg, the pre war 
conductor who put Mahler in the top ten? 
Wow!" Joe visits a Dutch art gallery.

Prince’s Charleston 1970; Fred Katz' 
Folk Songs For Far Out Folks; Jim 
rimmens' Gilbert & Sullivan Re
visited: the Morris Nanton trio’s 
jazz version of Roberta: Dick Cath
cart’s Bix MCMLIX; The First Jazz 
Piano Quartet, comprising key
boarders Mortis Nanton, MoeWechs-
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Coast Labels Slug It Out
Among the three major record 

companies headquartered on the 
west coast—Capitol, Dot, Warner 
Bros. — competition for the lion’s 
share of a reputedly waning jazz 
record market took a brisk swing 
into spring.

Throwing down the gauntlet be-

Knobby Problem
When Los Angeles disc jockey Al 

“Sleepy” Stein invited city council
man Charles Navarro to guest on his 
program over the all-jazz FM outlet, 
it seemed like a fine idea. Not onlv 
is Navarro a member in good stand- 
rng of AFM Local 47, he is also an 
accomplished guitarist with some
thing of a jazz background.

He is also running for re-election 
in Los Angeles’ 10th electoral dis
trict.

From the Capitol Tower came 
Jeri Southern Meets Cole Porter; 
Mark Murphy’s This Could Be The 
Start Of Something; Stan Kenton’s 
The Stage Door Swings; Hank Jones’ 
piano interpretation of the music 
from Porgy And Bess: Dakota 
Staton’s Crazy He Calls Me; Red 
Nichols and The Five Pennies At 
Marineland: Joe Bushkin’s Listen 
To The Quiet and Bobby Hackett’s 
Blues With A Kick.
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Hamiltonians Reunite
It was like old on-the-road week 

in the Hollywood recording studio.
Reunited for the occasion by 

World Pacific Records’ Dick Bock 
were the members of the original 
Chico Hamilton Quintet plus near
original Paul Horn. The musical 
proceedings: recording of bassist 
Carson Smith’s Ellington Suite.

Besides arranger Smith, who, in 
addition to being one of the original 
Hamiltonians, was also the first bass
ist with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet, 
the group assembled for this final 
World Pacific recording date (before 
Hamilton took up residence in the 
Warner Bros, stable) included cellist 
Freddv Katz, multi-reed man Buddy 
Collette, guitarist Jim Hall and reed 
man Horn. Presiding as of old was 
drummer Hamilton.

Included in Carson Smith's ode to 
Ellingtonia were such well known 
Ducal works as Azure, In A Mello- 
tone and In A Sentimental Mood. 
The result of the session was re
leased by World Pacific this month.

Connee Boswell In TV
Connee Boswell’s paralysis, though 

it has kept her confined to a wheel 
chair, has never prevented the singer 
from traveling coast to coast wher
ever her career takes her. ‘Tve been 
traveling so much you’d think the 
law was after me,” the singer 
quipped during rehearsals in Holly
wood for NBC-TV’s new series, Pete 
Kelly’s Blues.

Miss Boswell, who has a continu
ing role in the series as a Kansas City 
blues singer named “Savannah 
Brown,” welcomes the opportunity.

“For one thing,” she said, “1 can 
strike up a friendship again with 
some of my hobbies. I like to write 
music and paint in oils. I did a lot 
of this in the old radio days.”

INTERNATIONAL
Anglo-American Herd

What the sound would be like, 
nobody knew for certain. But this 
much was sure: Woody-Herman’s 
tqjir of England with a band made 
up both of British and American 
musicians was good for international 
relations.

Arriving in London in early April, 
Woody picked up nine musicians 
known to varying degrees to United 
Kingdom jazz fans. "I selected these 
guys because they are the best 
musicians for our type of band,” 
Herman said.

Just the jame, the British fans 
*ere due for a good taste of Ameri- 
on instrumentalism as well. The 
American part of the band: Reunald 

Jones, trumpet; Nat Adderley, cor
net; Bill Harris, trombone; Charlie 
Byrd, guitar; Vince Guaraldi, piano; 
Keeter Betts, bass; and Jimmy Camp
bell, drums.

From among the British musicians, 
Woody chose well: Bert Courtley, 
Les Condon and Ken Wheeler, 
trumpets; Don Rendell and Art 
Ellefson, tenors; Eddie Harvev and 
Ken Wray, trombones; Johnny Scott, 
tenor and flute; Ronnie Ross, bari
tone. Actually, two of the nine are 
not English. Ellefson. whom the 
Melody Maker called “one of 
Britain’s most promising jazzmen,” 
and Wheeler , whom the same 
paper described as “among the two 
or three best lead trumpets in Eng
land,” are Canadians — two young 
men who went to England a few 
years ago when the future for jazz
men looked thin in their native 
country, worked for a while in the 
same band, stayed long enough to 
call England home.

The nickname of the bi-national 
Herman band was inevitable: the 
Anglo-American Herd. The opening 
date was an auspicious one, held at 
London’s acoustically-perfect Royal 
Festival Hall.

British jazz journal Melody Maker 
found the band “not a great one,” 
then added: “But, after only two 
days’ rehearsal, it proved . . . already 
a good one. By the end of the tour, 
when the individual musicians are 
more familiar with their parts and 
the sections have settled down, it 
should be better still.”

The tour wasn’t without its little 
troubles. At the Festival Hall con

deebee's scrapbook # 1

Tough luck, Frank— Paul Desmond won again ...

SHERMAN

cert, Reunald Jones, approaching 
the microphone, stenped on Woody’s 
clarinet. Melody Maker said with 
British reserve that incident “upset 
(Jones’) usual composure” during 
the solo.

Jazz Junket
The standard dream for the Euro

pean jazz fan is a trip to America to 
hear all his favorites. This summer, 
fans in several countries will see the 
dream come true in reverse: cornet- 
ist Rex Stewart is leading a group of 
U. S. tourists to Europe to hear jazz.

Arranged in conjunction with the 
American Tourist Bureau, Inc., of 
New York, Stewart’s International 
Jazz Junket will arrive by air in mid
July for the start of its 29-day Euro
pean tour. The ex-Ellington horn
man, who will visit a long list of hot 
chibs and concerts with the fans, 
promises “a ball.”

Stewart conceived the idea for the 
trip, let the Cultural Travel Center 
(a division of the American Tourist 
Bureau, Inc.) work out the details. 
All expenses — transportation of all 
kinds, hotels, food, tips, tickets—are 
included in a flat fee of $1079. High
lights of the tour include a jazz con
cert on a barge in Venice in which 
Stewart will participate; a candle
light jazz concert similar to one Rex 
attended in Berlin several years ago, 
and a concert on a barge in the 
Seine. Top European jazzmen will 
be heard.

Purpose of the trip? Stewart feels 
it is important that more Americans 
see “the progress . . . our music has 
made all over Europe.”
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years ago; and Hershel
Cobh, h; 
plenty t<

Don Byas, an expatriate living in 
Europe since 1915, has developed 
the full-bodied romantic approach 
along individual lines. Paul Gon
salves is another member of the club. 
Gonsalves too, an Ellingtonian these 
many years, has not always been 
given recognition as the gifted solo
ist he is.

These are the living. Some of 
Hawk’s disciples are gone — Chu 
Berry, still mentioned as an influence 
by younger musicians, though he

Hawk has influenced countless 
tenor plavers, many of whom have 
gone on to become influences them
selves, such is Ben Webster, whose 
playing is a definition of soul, and 
Lucky Thompson, whose nickname 
has irony since his great gifts still 
have not been given clue recognition.

pened. Two of the earliest tenor men 
are still active around New York: 
Happv Caldwell and Gene Sedric, 
though Sedric is heard almost exclu
sively on clarinet. Bud Freeman is an 
institution by now. Eddie Miller is 
still active and musically eloquent.
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“inventing' jazz tenor is Coleman 
Hawkins—he of the big tone and 
ever-fresh conception. Hawkins today 
is said to be making a comeback. 
This is inaccurate. Ht has never been 
away. But it is true that in the past 
lew years, he has been able to play 
and record in relatively congenial 
surroundings, and that a new audi
ence for him, among musicians and 
lay listeners alike, is on the increase. 
One of the great masters, Hawkins 
today is still growing and develop
ing. He is not content with a mere 
niche in history—even though that 
niche is a major one.

According to Webster (Noah, not 
Ben), a reed is a “thin, elastic tongue 
of cane, wood or metal fastened at 
one end to the mouthpiece of an in
strument.'' In the early days of jazz, 
that mouthpiece belonged on a clar
inet. Today, the dominant reed in
struments in jazz are the saxophones 
—members of a family that took an 
undistinguished part in music until 
its possibilities began to be explored 
in jazz.

After that, the deluge. Limited in 
use at first to brass-band work with 
only occasional employment in the 
symphony, the saxojihone in the 
hands of skilled jazz artists took on 
a new sound, new stature, new flexi
bility, until now one member of that 
family—the tenor saxophone—is jrer- 
haps the most prevalent instrument 
in jazz.

But if tenor is dominant in terms 
of numbers of prat titioners, alto sax
ophone is the dominant musical in
fluence in contem|x>rary jazz. Charlie 
Parker saw to that. And neither his 
death nor the sometimes frenzied ef
forts of other musicians to be as ori
ginal as he was have diminished that 
influence.

BUT THERE WAS another way of 
looking at tenor. That was Lester 
Young's way.

At first criticized because he did 
not sound like Hawk, Lester leaped 
in nonetheless, and turned a lot of 
ears around. His impact was -tront 
est on young musicians who came up 
in the 1910s. Dexter Gordon, who 
was among the first, is little heard 
from these days. Gene Ammons re
turned in gixid form last year, after 
a time of obscurity. Wardell Gray, 
of course, is gone. But Paul Quini- 
chette, too often unjustly accused ol 
being a copy of Pres, is not, and ht 
has a personal message to give.

Out of all this, directly or indi
rectly, came the “cool school,' later 
the “four brothers" school. It might 
more aptly be called the Stan Getz 
school.

Getz comes from Lester, there is no 
doubt, but he has long spoken in his 
own style—and it isn’t necessarily 
“cool’’ either. Getz, who can get 
around the horn from top to bottom 
with a remarkable facility, can 
handle a slow melodic line with a 
caress.

Zoot Sims is of this school too. He 
can outswing most musicians: he is 
often taken too much for granted. 
Blew Moore, less in the limelight 
now, is perhajrs the earthiest of the 
“brothers.” Al Cohn, w-hose sound is 
deeper and rougher than that of the 
other, belongs here too, though he is 
too busy as an arranger to be where 
he could be as an instrumentalist

And then there are the younger 
men: Bill Perkins, Richie Kamura, 
Bob Cooper, Bill Holman, Phil Urso, 
and two excellent non-West Coasters 
—Seldon Powell and Dick Hafer.

But it is an oversimplification to 
break everything down in terms ol 
“Pres” and “Hawk." There are other 
tenorists whose lineage to either ar
tist is not direct—men who took from
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There is what is known as the 
“jump’’ school, too, mainly out of 
the Southwest. Among the foremost 
are Buddy Tate and Budd Johnson. 
Johnson is now close to Pres. Arnett 
Cobb, haunted by bad luck, still has 
plenty to offer. So does Illinois Jac
quet, who has swing and soul as well 
as the too-familiar honk. His JATP 
running mate, Flip Phillips, is really 
a Webster man.

Then there are men who never 
had much public, but always did 
play: George “Big Nick” Nicholas, 
possessor of one of the warmest tenor 
sounds extant; and George Kelly and 
Hal Singer and Beau McCain. A 
good many tenors who came up dur
ing the bop era have their roots in 
this school: Johnny Griffin, very 
promising since his tenure with 
Monk; Basieites Frank Foster, Billy 
Mitchell and Frank Wess, though 
Wess now specializes in flute; Jimmy 
Forrest, and the young King Cur
tis, who has not yet been really 
heard from. Charlie Rouse has been 
around. And the talented James 
Moody is back again; perhaps this 
time he will make it.

But the very latest in tenor play
ing is, of course, to be found in the 
work of Sonny Rollins and John 
Coltrane. Rollins is the older and 
more experienced. Rollins, whose 
first idol was Coleman Hawkins, 
started out playing Parker on tenor, 
has since come into his own. But 
diere is a feeling of something still 
unfinished about his playing. There
in lies part of its fascination, to be 
sure. Yet much of what Rollins 
plays is. the product of a struggle, 
perhaps a desire to be original at all 
costs. His best work still occurs in 
the company of other strong per
sonalities such as Max Roach, rather 
than with his own trio. It is given 
to very few jazz musicians to sustain 
interest entirely on their own . . .

Coltrane remains, wisely, a mem
ber of a group, rather than a leader. 
As a leader, you have to be your 
own severest critic and editor. As a 
member of Miles Davis’ sextet, Col
trane has plenty of freedom, yet the 
constant challenge of his peers as 
well. The great success of his play
ing demonstrates vividly the need 
for original voices in modern jazz. 
A unique young talent still devel
oping, Coltrane has an originality 
that has already influenced older and 
more seasoned players. He has heard 
something new and he has been able 
to bring it out on his horn. To be 
sure, there is still groping, and that 

leads to the endless runs that make 
the listener restless—though runs of 
sixteenths are, of course, an accom
plishment in themselves.

These, then, are new young voices 
in tenor. Both Rollins and Coltrane 
might profitably look back to Bird, 
Pres and Hawk, and learn two very 
important things: when not to play, 
and when to stop.

How long was Ko-Ko*
THE ALTO SAXOPHONE was the 
pretty and mellow voice in jazz until 
the advent of Charlie Parker. In his 
hands, it often retained its beauty, 
but it took on harshness and real 
force as well. In the hands of some 
of his followers, it became even stri
dent.

The “old” and pretty school is 
still with us, its leading practitioners 
are far from played out. Benny 
Carter, one of the greatest talents in 
jazz, has come up on recent record
ings with some of his best playing 
in years. He has listened to Bird, 
yes, but the grace and elegance of 
his style were not lost in the process. 
There is in his playing a quality of 
absolute assurance; no matter where 
he goes, you never worry about his 
returning home, and making sense.

Johnny Hodges, whose sound is 
one of the landmarks in jazz, plays 
in a way that is as close to vocaliza
tion as possible. Duke Ellington 
knows what he is about when he 
announces that Hodges “is going to 
sing.” There was a time when a 
certain saccharinity marred some of 
Hodges’ more romantic playing. But 
today, there is no such intemperance; 
there is strength behind the beauty.

Hodge’s section-mate in the El
lington band, Russel Procope, is an
other man with a sound. He is a 
perfect lead-alto skillful on clarinet 
and baritone as well. Another lead 
man with a big, rich tone is Basie’s 
Marshall Royal. Both Procope and 
Royal are proficient balladeers, when 
given the opportunity. In this school, 
too, belongs Hilton Jefferson. Jeff 
doesn't play as often these days as 
he might want to, but when he does, 
it is a treat for the listener. His in
spiration was Carter, but he has 
molded his own instantly recogniz
able style from that basis. Earl War
ren, former Basie lead-altoist, has in 
recent years become a more interest
ing soloist while retaining his strong 
tone and assurance. And Willie 
Smith contributes jazz interest to 
the newly-swinging Harry James 
band.

a critical

survey by

Dan Morganstern

LEE KONITZ

JOHN COLTRANE
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These are the veterans, who, not 
entirely unaffected by Parker, molded 
their approach to the instrument be
fore his coming. One altoist whose 
development seemed almost simul
taneous with Bird’s was Sonny Stitt.

Stitt is by far the most authorita
tive of the players who emulate 
Parker. In fact, he sometimes comes 
almost frighteningly close. What re
inforces this is Sonny’s choice of 
material closely identified with Bird.

Stitt is much more himself on 
tenor, which he now rarely plays, 
but on which he has a stomping, 
virile style all his own.

Phil Woods, too, is closely asso
ciated with the memory of Bird, but 
he has a brash, salty humour in his 
playing that is reminiscent of the 
jumping altos of the forties (Brown, 
Stovall, Rudy Williams) that makes 
this one of the few identifiable mod
ern alto sounds. Lou Donaldson, a 
veteran of the school, has lately 
shown signs of developing a me
lodic and full-bodied individual 
style. Julian “Cannonball" Adderley 
is probably the best-known of the 
Birdmen. He plays with great as
surance and verve, but seemed more 
relaxed in the context of his own 
happy little band of some years ago. 
Art Pepper is far superior to the 
other West-Coasters, including the 
rather anaemic Bud Shank and the 
chilly Lennie Niehaus. Jackie Mc
Lean’s playing was often too stri
dent but had plenty of guts. Gene 
Quill also lends to be somewhat un
controlled, but he is capable of very 
fine playing. One of the prettiest 
sounds in this school is possessed by 
Dave Schildkraut, who doesn’t record 
enough to be well known.

Lee Konitz is perhaps the only 
altoist since Parker with a truly 
original approach. Although his style 
is molded on the lyrical Parker (try 
Yardbird Suite), there is much of his 
own. And he remains more or less 
unimitated; Lee is not easy to copy. 
Everything he plays is informed by 
great musical intelligence, though 
his playing is not to be dismissed as 
“cold” or “cerebral”. He is the most 
gifted musician to emerge from the 
Tristano school, and one of the rare 
modernists who knows when not to 
play. John LaPorta, also a sometime 
pupil of Tristano, more active as a 
composer and teacher than as a play
er, is very impressive on the horn. 
Paul Desmond is to a degree influ
enced by Konitz (and Benny Carter) 
but his playing is more straight
forward—simply melodic, and ro
mantic. His share in the popularity 
of the Brubeck Quartet should not 
be underestimated.
18 DOWN BEAT

These, then, are the altos. There 
are not so many of them as there are 
tenors. But because of the quality 
of the work of some of its artists, and 
because of Parker, alto occupies a 
unique place among the reeds today.

If there are not that many men 
who specialize in alto, even fewer 
know their way around on baritone. 
The baritone sax is a cumbersome 
instrument—which is. of course, why 
so few men have sought to woo from 
it its- deep virile beauties.

The first great specialist on this 
bulky horn was Harry Carney, still 
one of the most prominent musi
cians in jazz. Like all the great musi
cians associated with Ellington, 
Carney is a tone man. The Carney 
sound is inimitable, and he is the 
sole representative of the romantic 
school on baritone. He, too, was in
spired by Hawkins.

The second baritone specialist in 
the public eye is a modern: the still
young Gerry Mulligan. Mulligan's 
somewhat dry sonority is far from 
the sound of Carney. And where
as Carney made the instrument al
most as flexible as tenor, Mulligan 
has created a more economical, idio
matic style on the horn. It is a 
unique and personal style. Is there a 
single Mulligan follower? In terms 
of his over-all musical approach, 
there might be, but not in terms of 
his baritone style. His influence is as 
a com|x>ser-arranger, as a leader, and 
as a personality.

There are a few other baritonists 
of note. Cecil Payne, who startetl on 
alto, has achieved the considerable 
trick of transferring Parker to the 
lai ger horn. Payne has not yet been 
recorded at his best, though his work 
on the recent Prestige LP Roots is 
an indication of his capabilities. 
Pepper Adams, also in the Parker 
tradition, manages to swing well, 
has a good conception. Basie s Char
lie Fowlkes is a deep-toned anchor 
for the sax section who almost never 
solos. Haywood Henry and Pinky 
Williams are full-throated, free- 
swinging baritonists rarely in the 
limelight. Even less known is Har

Caceres’ 
Hackett 
a rare

old Cumberbatch. Ernie 
work with the line Bobby 
band last year spotlighted 
talent that is not often heard from 
these days.

One of the most promising of bari
tonists was cut oil by death—Serge 
Chaloff. Where the instrument may 
go from here, nobody knows. Clar
inetist Tony Scott has recently taken 
up baritone. Should he continue his 
efforts on this instrument, it is quite 
possible that he will surpass his work 
<>n clarinet.

Last and in several ways hast of 
the saxophones is the soprano It ¡s 
certainly least in number of practi
tioners. An odd instrument that is 
notoriously treacherous, it was de
scribed succinctly by the aforemen
tioned Tony Scott as “a hard horn 
to keep in tune.”

Many musicians have made inter- 
mittent tries at soprano. Most give 
it up in disgusted frustration. That’s 
what makes Sidney Bechet some
thing rare: he specialized in it.

Even better known now in France 
than he is here, Bechet recently did 
an album with French pianist Mar
tial Solal and that other American 
expatriate in France, drummer Ken
ny Clarke. His playing here shows no 
diminution of the old fire, and 
makes it hard to take seriously the 
recent slighting remarks by the 
young French arranger Michel Le
grand. (Legrand said in a Down 
Bent Cross Section that Bechet 
“makes me sick. He played so manv 
years ago very good. Now he plays 
like a pig.”)

Soprano has had a champion, too, 
in Steve Lacey, a young musician 
associated with Cecil Taylor who 
has brought a very dilleretu ap
proach to the instrument. He has 
replaced Bechet’s overwhelming vi
brato with an almost Pres-like sound

But it remains unlikely that so
prano saxophone will find many new 
adherents. Bob Wilber, a one-time 
Bechet disciple, has dropped it in 
favor of tenor and clarinet . . .

It is a peculiar fact that as the 
saxophones have risen in prevalence 
in jazz in recent years, clarinet has 
dropped in the favor of the young 
musicians. Only Bill Smith, a tal
ented composer and part-time instru
mentalist, and Roll Kuhn, a German 
Goodmanite, have appeared in re
cent years as representatives of mod
ern clarinet playing.

In traditional jazz, of course, the 
instrument still plays an important 
role, and there are young French 
and British clarinetists around. But 
hereabouts, only Kenny Davern has 
attracted attention lately. Thus, 
Buddy de Franco and Tony Scott, 
who started in the swing era, are still 
the only modern clarinetists of note.

Buddy’s recent work has shown an 
increase of warmth. The technical 
proficiency is still matchless, the tone 
legitimate. Scott seems more jazz- 
oriented in tone, feeling and ap
proach. Both men show the Parker 
influence, though in different ways. 
Tony’s eloquent blues-playing •$ 
perhaps even more impressive than 
his speed and bite on the up-tempos.

(Continued on Page 38)
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DON'T CALL ME BIRD!

The problems 
of 

Sonny Stitt

By David B. Bittan
This is about a man’s inspirations, 
and a specter, and about some of the 
man’s troubles. It touches on some
one the man admired very much— 
Charlie Parker—and on someone he 
doesn't admire at all: Dick (dark.

It is about Sonny Stitt, who wishes 
people would stop comparing him to 
Bird. Ten years ago, weighed down 
bv the constant comparison, Stitt 
turned partly away from alto, an 
instrument he loves, and learned 
tenor. Today he still doesn't know 
which horn lie prefers.

"Bird was one of my favorite musi
cians,” Stitt said. “I haven’t heard 
anybody bettei Of course he had an 
influence on my playing! He influ
enced everybody in jazz today—brass, 
piano, even bass. Even veterans like 
Coleman Hawkins borrowed some
thing from Bitd. I don't think I 
sound that much like Bird.
“Nobody has Bird’s fluency of 

mind, imagination, technical ability 
-or his great big heart and soul. I 
hate to be compared to him. He 
was the incomparable. He had a 
different kind of mind. Sonny Rol
lins plays as much like Bird as any
body, and he plays tenor. I may 
have a few of Bird's cliches, but I 
can only be myself.”

Sonny Stitt’s ambition to be himself 
began in Saginaw, Mich., where he 
'pent his childhood. His father, 
Edward H. S. Boatner, was a music 
professor at Wylie and Sam Hous
ton (Colleges; he now teaches music 
in New York Boatner led a 1,000 
voice choir at the New York World’s 
Fair. Clifton Webb was once one of 
his vocal students.

Sonny's whole background pushed 
hitn toward music. His mother—who 
is married now to Robert Stitt, a 
nightclub owner whose name Sonny 
bears—plays and teaches piano and 
organ. Sonny’s brother, Clifford 
boatner, is a concert pianist; his 
sister, Adelaide Boatner, sings in 
Broadway shows.

At seven Sonny began to learn 
piano, continued with it until his 
parents bought him a clarinet. At 
15, he was a disciple of Bird, whom 
he'd heard on a Jay McShann record. 
Bird himself was just four years 
older than his fan. But Parker’s 
unique qualities were evident even 
then, and Sonny, who had been play
ing like Hodges and Carter, felt that 
he “just had to meet the man.”

But the friendship between Bird 
and Stitt was not to start yet. It was 
in 1913, when Sonny was with Tiny 
Bradshaw's band, that he met his 
idol. On the night of their meeting, 
Bini and Sonny played a session 
together.

“The Bradshaw band pulled into 
Kansas City on a bus,” Sonny re
calls, “and this was home base for 
the Jay McShann band. It was also 
Bird's home town. So 1 got me a 
hotel room and went out to look for 
him. He wasn’t hard to find.

“1 told him I played alto. He said, 

“Let’s go some place and blow.’ We 
picked up a piano player and went 
to a place called the Gypsy Tea 
Room. We blew for about an hour, 
mostly some blues.

“Bird told me: ‘You play too much 
like me.' ”

The friendship with Bird grew 
strong as time passed, though the 
paths of the two musicians crossed 
only occasionally. Sonny never 
dreamed he would some day be a 
pallbearer lor Parker.

Meantime he went on learning, 
growing. Today, in contrast to his 
Parker-inspired alto work, Stitt’s 
tenor style is marked by breath
taking drive and speed. He gives his 
rhythm sections a thorough workout. 
He has worked with a great many ol 
them. He played with Dizzy Gilles
pie’s big and small bands in 1915 
and 1946, then was not playing at 
all until 1919, when he formed a 
combo with Gene Amnions. Since
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1951, he has been leading combos 
or working as a single, picking up 
rhythm sections where he is playing.

Sonny remembered all this as he 
sat in a hotel room in Philadelphia. 
Tall, lean, he was relaxing in pa
jamas and a robe. His feet were bare. 
The television set was tuned to Beat 
the Clock.. From time to time,.Sonny 
glanced at it, laughing occasionally 
at the antics of the contestants.

“I like TV,” he said. “I’m a TV 
bug. I won’t stay in a room unless 
I can have a set. 1 go for Robin 
Hood. I dig The Lone Ranger, all 
the cowboys, even variety programs, 
though the music could be a lot 
better. I m pretty tolerant about 
music. I have to be. I've played 
rhythm and blues and I could play 
rock ’n’ roll.”

Beat the Clock ended. Sonny 
toyed with the dial, then the smiling 
face of Dick Clark came on the 
screen as American Bandstand took 
the air. “I think Dick Clark is good 
for the kids,” Sonny said. “He seems 
like a pleasant guy.”

But had Sonny ever seen the show, 
heard some of the rock ’n’ roll Clark 
pushes?

“Well, no,” he admitted, “I 
haven’t . . . And I don’t get too 
much chance to hear rock ’n’ roll. 
But it’s just a form of jazz—you 
know, like be-bop, or swing. I get 
annoyed with people who make a 
controversy out of jazz. Music is 
music.”

The grinning Clark introduced 
something called Peek-a-Boo. Boys 
and girls started jumping about in 
the 1959 version of jitterbug danc
ing. “That’s just hillbilly, down
south, cotton-picker music,” Sonny 
said, frowning a little. “There's noth
ing new about rock ’n’ roll.”

He watched American Bandstand, 
beginning to be fascinated. Clark 
introduced another tune —and an
other. More amateur tunes by ama
teur artists with the same monoto
nous tempi, the ludicrous and even 
off-color lyrics. Clark might have 
been bland, but the music wasn’t. 
Sonny’s tolerance toward “all kinds 
of music” began to grow thin. Sur
prise and anger were in his face.

“I don't like this program,” he 
said suddenly. “I don't dig it at all. 
I think these kids are being short
changed. They’re not getting the 
best out of music. They’re being 
brain-washed!”

Clark trotted out his in-person 
guests of the day, an out-of-tune 
singing group. He started a record; 
the singers tried desperately to move 
their lips in co-ordination with the 
music. The kids rn the audience
20 • DOWN BEAT 

screamed as the singers swayed pro
vocatively and the falsetto voice of 
one of them garbled an mane lyric 
over the mumbling of his mates.

The last of Sonny’s patience van
ished.

“That stinks!’’ he cried. “There 
are so many real musicians out of 
work and these guys in their fancy 
red clothes are making money! I 
wouldn't pay a quarter to see them! 
I like mickey bands better than that. 
That's terrible. I try to be tolerant, 
but how can a guy tolerate music 
like that? People are gullible!”

And Sonny Stitt snapped the TV 
set off. After a while he grew calmer, 
“All that music sounds the same to 
me — and so do those singers. Com
pare them with artists like King 
Cole, Ella, Dinah. Carmen McRae, 
all those beautiful singers. I guess 
people just don’t appreciate jazz 
musicians. They spend so much time 
learning their instruments, and these 
amateurs make it big. It just isn’t 
fair to all the real artists with taste.”

Stitt’s own taste runs the gamut from 
Louis Armstrong to organ jazz. He 
has an organ at home, likes “to 
fiddle with it.” He likes Cannonball 
Adderley on alto, but names as his 
favorites Stan Getz, Coleman Hawk
ins, Ben Webster, Lucky Thompson, 
Sonny Rollins, John Coltrane, Benny 
Golson, the late Lester Young —all 
tenor men. He thinks Dizzy Gilles
pie, whom he roomed with when 
they were both with the old Eckstine 
band, is the greatest trumpeter and 
“the most marvelous guv in the 
world.”

If he can be outraged by ama
teurism on the one hand. Sonny is no 
admirer of what he calls “weirdies,” 
musicians whose music is “too mys
terious.” He thinks some of the mod
ern writers are “reaching too far.”

He likes to play chess and black
jack, though he doesn t gamble for 
money. Scotch is his favorite diink 
and he realistically considers that 
“food is food, man” — even though 
he does admit to a taste for Euro
pean dishes. He says he was “spoiled” 
by foreign dishes, and perhaps a 
little spoiled by European audiences, 
who, in his opinion, “understand 
jazz a little better than Americans.” 
In Europe last year with Norman 
Granz, Sonny watched policemen in 
Rome, armed with machine guns, 
break up a mob that was furious be
cause Granz refused to let Stan Getz 
play an encore.

In England, he saw himself re
ferred to as “the fabulous Sonny 
Stitt” by the Melody Maker, the 
London-based newspaper of popular 

music and jazz. He laughs when he 
refers to the compliment.

Sonny also likes children — and 
Rolf, his French poodle. And a new 
interest is the writing of songs, both 
words and music. There’s a love ob
ject in his life, but he’s not rushing 
into things. A first marriage didn’t 
work out too well. And anyway, his 
real heart’s concern is for jazz

He has grown tired of late with 
touring the country as a single, part
ly because he finds many musicians 
are afraid of playing behind him B, 
the time they gain confidence, the 
date is ending and Sonny must move 
on to another town. He would like 
to have a band, but needs a backer 
with money. He lias made a tom 
plete comeback from trouble he had 
in the late 1940s, trouble that cost 
him the right to work in New York 
night spots.

“I want to be in New York with 
my own combo,” he said. “I’d like 
to get an apartment and make the 
city my headquarters. It was a long 
time ago when I got in trouble I 
don’t want to talk about it. It’s a 
distasteful subject. I'm still paying 
for it. I was young ... I didn’t know 
what it was all about . . . My people 
were churchgoers and knew only the 
beautiful things in life . . . Thev 
didn't tell me about the bad things 
... I believe in God. 1 don't go to 
church often but I believe in God. 
I was raised to believe in God How 
can a man play music and not be
lieve in God . . . ?

He grew very quiet for a minute 
and then resumed.

“I’d like to have a good band ... 
I’d want a horn — a sax or a trumpet 
— and I d have to have a good drum 
mer. I’d pick men who could play 
fluently. I admire fluency. I’d like 
playing with guys 1 like ... I have 
to be semi-happy to blow well. I m 
striving for perfection but I haven't 
achieved it yet. Nobody ever does. 
I know what I’m playing, but all I 
can be is myself.

“I don’t like strange music. I’m 
not on Cloud Nine. Music should 
be a flowing, melodic thing. I think 
you should always be around the 
melody. Improvise, but stick to the 
basic melody. Bird was always 85 to 
90 per cent around the melody . - -"

And so the conversation had come 
full circle: back to Bird. Sonny told 
how “a guy from a magazine" re
cently tried to pressure him into 
claiming he was “the new Bird 
Sonny grew angry at that, too. He 
told the writer:

‘Tin no new Bird, man! And Can
nonball Adderley isn’t either. No
body’s Bird! Bird died!” ®
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of the music scene when his heard on and dominated an Chico Hamilton Trio.Gambrell's work is another

brell originals Who You?, Opus 116, 
Summer House, which add further terest to his work. and in-

tenor ; J 
trumpet; 
Mitchell,

Helen Träubel und Kirsten Flagstad
I HELEN TRÄUBEL IN OPERA AND SONG 

■“Csiaden CAL 485: Gluck, Divinites du Styx 
Aiceste; Verdi, Salce, Solee from Otello; 

Jwer, Dich, teure Halle and Elisabeths Gebet 
Tannhauser; Euch Lüften, die mein Klagen 

lr’|s Lohengrin; Lehar, Yours Is My Heart Alone

M MUSIC, 
LOVE—Verve 
A-Ling; The

• Jazz Record buyers Guide

• Caught in the Act

S THE ART OF KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD— 
Camden CAL 462: Weber, Osean du Ungeheuer 
from Oberon; Beethoven. Abscheulicher, wo 
eilst du hin? from Fidelio, and Ah, Perfidol; 
Wagner, Du bist de Lens and Ho-Yo-To-Ho from 
Die Walküre, Euch Lüften, die mein Klagen from 
Lohrengrin. Dich, teure Halle and Elisabeths Gebet 
fiom Tannhauser.

Jimmy Rowlea, piano; Harry Edison, 
Bob Poland, clarinet and baritone; Red 

, bass.

in review»hs when he

Records are reviewed by Gene Lees, George Hoofer, Richard Hadlock, John A. Tynan, and 
Don Henahan (classical). Ratings: ★★★★★ Excellent, ★★★★ Very Good, ★★★ Good, 
RA Fair, *Poor.
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CLASSICS
Sergei Rachmaninoff

u THE ART OF SERGEI RACHMANINOFF, 
Vol. 2—Camden CAL 468: Bach, Prelude from 
Partita No. 3 for Violin Alone, arr. by Rachmanin- 
of; Chopin-Listz, The Maiden’s Wish; Schubert, 
Inpromptu in A Flat, Op. 90, No. 4; Gluck- 
Sgombati, Melody; Rachmaninoff. Serenade; 
Beethoven Turkish March from “Ruina of 
Athens"; Kreisler-Rachmaninoff, Liebeslied; Schu- 
mznn-Tausig. Der Contrabandiste; Chopin-Liszt, 
Tit Return Home; Liszt, Dance of the Gnomes; 
Chopin, Waltz in A-Flat, Op. 64, No. 3; Schubert- 
Liszt. Wandering; Borodin, Scherzo; Daquin, 
¿r Coecou: Tchaikovsky; Humoresque, Op. 10, 
No. 2; Henselt, Were I a Bird, Op. 2, No. 6; 
Debussy, Golliwogg's Cakewalk.

Rating:The excellent rating on this record, as everyone will understand, is based on documentary and artistic value, not any aural criteria. In Volume 2 of its Rachmaninoff issue. Camden has reclaimed from the previnyl rubble 17 miniatures that the composer-virtuoso recorded between Oct. 21. 1920. and Feb. 27, 1912. Four pieces from the 1942 session are included here, and offer quite respectable sound; the others vary understandably, with the Debussy coming to us as if from some subterranean player piano.Nevertheless, through the haze of these performances can be discerned the outline of one of the exciting keyboard manipulators of our era. Certainly one of the greatest technicians: one thing that strikes the modern listener immediately is the incredible pace of much of Rachmaninoff's plaving. He Hies through the Schubert 
Impromptu in literally half the time it takes a youngster like Demus (Decca DL 10005) in another new release. The same holds true for the Chopin A-Flat Waltz, in spades. Rachmaninoff and Artur Rubin- 'tein Ixnh are considered to follow the grand” tradition of the piano, but no- »here do they differ more than in their approach to this Chopin piece. Rachmaninoff is all dazzle and intoxication; Rubin- stein relaxes and sings his head off. The effect of Rachmaninoff's dashing performance Itecomes even more remarkable on this disc if one doesn't realize that in reproduction the Waltz in A-Flat has somehow become the Haitz in A-Major, with a resultant increase in tempo as well as rise in pitch.

and The Merry Widow Walts; Sullivan, The Lost 
Chord; Schubert, Ave Maria; Malotte, The Lord's 
Prayer; Greensleeves (traditional); Shildret, The 
Lonesome Road,

Rating: ★ ★ ★

These two records remind us that giantesses once walked the earth. Both Flagstad and Traubel are still with us, but from a vocal standpoint they have made their history, and these discs are part of it.
recent years, but unfortunately Camden has not in this case adhered to its valuable practice of dating each selection. In such pieces as The Lost Chord, she can sound like a caricature of a Wagnerian soprano— the sort that used to cavort in old Marx Brothers movies. And if you need a good party record, listen to her ponderous, hooty rendition of the simple folk song Green
sleeves. Brunnhilde with a dulcimer. The Wagnerian arias, however, put Traubel back in perspective as a memorable artist. There is no one doing any Wagnerian singing like this these days, possibly excepting FarrellFlagstad and Traubel may be compared nicely in these releases, for they duplicate three Wagner arias. The similarities are important from our latter-day view:In such an aria as Dich, teure Halle both women use their heavvduty voices with edifying ease throughout the tessitura and both rise effortlessly to the climactic B- natural instead of taking the optional A. But. everywhere, Flagstad conveys a grandeur and dignity beyond Traubel's scope. The Flagstad Ozean du Ungeheuer is thrilling indeed, with a C that is delivered not as vocal braggadocio hut with the insouciance of a great artist. Her well-controlled 
portamento in Ah, Pérfido! may amaze young listeners used to the oily sliding up and down the scale that is perpetrated by many of today’s divas. All the Flagstad selections were recorded at two sessions in 1935 and 1937, vintage years for her.

Louis Bellson
ROMANCE AND ESPECIALLY 

MG V 8280: Feather’s Nest; Ting- 
Best Days; Hamer's Hang-Up:

Music, Romance and Especially Love; Delight
fully Yours; Escapade: Undecided; Mambo Porto- 
fino; Caravan; Over We Go, 

Personnel: Bellson, drums; Willie Smith, alto;
Juan Tizol, trombone; Buddy Collete, flutr end

blowing skills of Willie Smith, Harry Edison, Jimmy Rowles, and Buddy Collete with Bellson's composing and arranging abilities. Bellson writes handsome lyrical pieces as well as the percussive swingers one expects from a drummer. His scores, never "far out’’ and always pulsative, are restrained but direct in the Ernie Wilkins- Jay Hill manner. (Wilkins, in fact, is represented by two of his originals, Feather’s 
Nest and Hamer’s Hang-Up.)Particularly enjoyable performances are turned out by Edison, Rowles, and drummer Bellson. If you dig Willie Smith's alto, he solos characteristically too.Here is wiry and vigorous, though hardly immortal, small-band jazz.

Freddie Gambrell
H FREDDIE GAMBRELL WITH BEN 

TUCKER, BASS—World Pacific WP 1256: Feud
in' and Fightin’, Who You?, Yesterdays, Summer 
House, Anything Goes, Indian Love Call, Without 
A Song, Linda. Falling In Love With Love, When 
I Fall In Love, Opus 116, Stomping At The Savoy.

Personnel: Freddie Gambrell, piano; Ben 
Tucker, basa.

Gambrell’s introductory album as ■ piano soloist fulfills the promise of his previous work under the aegis of Chico Hamilton.A little more than a vear ago, Gambrell was an unknown West Coast pianist who played in an obscure back room in San Francisco. His fresh, lively talent was immediately accepted in all the diverse areas 
the uncanny pianistic technique and tonal beauty so often found in artists whose sight has been impaired. The compensation seems to lie in a highly enhanced auditory sense that permits unusually fine creations in sound.This new piano star makes some of the time-worn standards sound fresh and exciting again. The set includes three Gatn-
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FINGER POPPIN'
WITH THE HORACE SILVER QUINTET
A real swinger! Horace presents his new quintet 
with Blue Mitchell, Junior Cook, Eugene Taylor and 
Louis Hayes, just back from a triumphal European 
tour. Eight new poppin' originals with the famous 
Silver touch: Finger Poppin', Juicy Lucy, Swingin' 
the Samba, Sweet Stuff, Cookin' at the Continental, 
Como on Home, You Happened my Way, Mellow D.

BLUE NOTE 4008

Stan tries to do—these qualities are still 
part of The Man and ven much in evi
dence on this LP

THE THREE SOUNDS
BLUE NOTE 1600

wondering what Stan Getz is doing thee 
days. This record provides an eloquent an
swer. The feathery flights of fancy, the un
canny easy control over up tempo p«. 
fonnances that would turn most tenonnen 
inside out, the elusive hut personal sound 
that always seems about to change color, 
the rare sense of balance and proportion

Rating: ★ ♦ ★ *
Even so often, usualh while listening 

to some agonized tenorman blowing more

Jimmy GiufFre
SF THE FOUR BROTHERS SOUND -Adana 

129s- four Brothers; tide to Switzerla d; Bites 
in the Barn; Space; / Got a Kight to Sing The 
Blues; Come Rain nr Conic Shine; Memphis ia 
June; Cabin in the Sky Ol’ Folks.

Personnel: Giuffre, all l»u> tenor saxophones, 
bob Brookmever, pmno* Jim Hull, guitar, i Omi
Hall and Brnokmeyer on tracks 2 and 6.)

Rating: t+dr
1 he "Four Brothers" sound, an effective 

blend when contrasted with other instru
mental hues, is presented here in virtual 
isolation. The discomfort one max feel 
while listening to this recital is intensified 
by the presence of Giuffre on each of the

JIMMY SMITH
BLUE NOTE 4002

sustaining interest across twenty four in
ches of vinyl, unassisted by othci horns. 
Getz can do it because he is ta> highly in
ventive. (b) the possessor of rich Ivrual 
gifts, (c) warmh human, and (d) fun to 
listen to.

In the true Verve tradition, no informa
tion is offered as to personne l 01 recording 
dates. Perhaps it doesn t matter; Stan and 
his swinging rhythm section speak for 
themselves in the language of pure musk.

Stun Getz
W THF STEAMER—Vervx MG V 28*4- 

Blues For Mary Jane: There'll Never Be A^itr, 
Yon; You'rr Blase; Too Close For Com-ort; LU, 
Someone In Love; How About You.

Personnel: Getz, tenor; piano, bass, ind dram 
unidentified.

ART BLAKEY
BLUE NOTE 4003

SONNY ROLLINS 
BLUE NOTE 4001

Though more successful than most one- 
man band ’ efforts (including the Sidney 
Bechet fiasco of some eighteen years ago), 
the music itself gives the feeling of float
ing aimlessly through a hall of mirrors.

There is an element of ingenuousness in 
Giuffre's music that is attractive and dis
arming, but a quartet of Giuftres pla ing 
Giuffre arrangements and compositions is 
an overdose of innocence.

Four brothers is. logically, the most 
swinging track, highlighting brave tenor 
solos and absorbing Jim Hall guitar parts. 
Bob Brookmeyer’s piano is appropriately 
simple and reserved in all selections.

In all, this is a skillful and sometimes fas
cinating mixture of fluff and ai t that serves, 
however, to whet the appetite rather thau 
to satisfy one's hunger foi jazz.

Chico Hamilton Quintet
B ELLINGTON SUITE—World Pacific WP- 
125K: f ake the A Train vnd Perdido; Everything 
but You; Lucky So and So; Azure; I'"' kett»’, 
ning to Sec the Light; In a Mellow Tone 
and Rockin’: Day Dream; It Don’t Mean a

Personnel: Hamilton, drums: Buddy Collette, 
tenor and alto; Paul Horn, alto and flute; Jim 
Hall, guitar; Fred Katz, cello; Carson Smith, bati.

Rating: ★ ★ ★
There’s no denying that categorization 

has pitfalls. But there’s a good bodv of 
precedent for suspecting that when some
one decries it too strongly, the music about

BLUE NOTE 4008

ART 
BLAKEY

AND 
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4003
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There’s wonderful news from

RIVERSIDE
this Spring — great new albums by top jazz

names and by exciting new stars you’ll want to discover for yourself. 
And most new Riverside LPs are available in both brilliant

monaural Hi-Fi and the dynamic
full sweep of STEREO.

THE 
THELONIOUS 

MONK 
ORCHESTRA
TOWN HALL

Things Are Getting Better: 
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY

With Milt Jackson, Blakey, 
etc. A truly soul-stirring 

album-as more and 
more jazz fans are 
learning every day.

(RLP 12-286;
also Stereo LP 1128)

THELONIOUS MONK 
Orchestra

The most sensational new 
sound of the year. First 
big-band versions of Monk's 
inimitable music, recorded 
at the Town Hall concert. 
(RLP 12-300;
also Stereo LP 1138)

CANNONBALL 
ADDERLEY 

MILT

\ militó>ARE
GETTING

jackson^ i ™

Blues for Dracula:
PHILLY JOE JONES 

Dig the far-out surprises 
in this most unusual LP 
that everyone's talking 

about! Plus much hard- 
driving jazz: with Nat 

Adderley, Johnny Griffin. 
(RLP 12-282)

PHILLY I 
JOE 

JONES
V BLUES
' FOR 
DRACULA

Chet Baker Introduces 
JOHNNY PACE 

a new voice that can 
really sing-and swing! 
Chet discovered Pace for 
Riverside, and supports 
him brilliantly in his 
dynamic first album. 
(RLP 12-292; 
also Stereo LP 1130)

Jazz Sahara: 
AHMED ABDUL-MALIK 

Middle-eastern music 
uniquely combined with 
jazz for the first time, 
creating a rare new 
excitement.
(RLP 12-287;
also Stereo LP 1121)
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unfication propensity.
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HAPPY SESSION lx ans

tegral part of the Embers scene.
Has in

bassoon

Advanced and fiaginnart!

Name

Address.

duo can be called a group)groupsinging that measures with the best in the
Jackie andjazz idiom today. What

DOWN BEAT

thing to Me, 
Personnel :

Wonderful jazz originals by Hank Mancini 
from the score of the TV show PETER 
GUNN And an ideal interpreter in SHELLY 
MANNE A HIS MEN. Shelly, who also plays 
for the TV program sound track, invited 
guest star Victor Feldman (also a PETER 
GUNN regular) to join his men foi this 
t winging jazz session. Shelly’s Men —

You Do Some- 
Whe Cares.

of Two 
G/orrs; 
know A 
of This 
some Bi

Perso 
Fertuso 
ironic p

Calling the same

Ragtime, Boogie Woogie, Swing, Bop. 
Progressive and Latin American, 
all in one and the same course!

this an "Ellington suite” reveals

THE FIRST NAME IN JAZZ 
«"Catambn «Mains tag Miimmi Manta RiMfcutntSntain.lrc.

SHEUY MANNE & HIS MEN 

^3 PETER GUNN

a suite. It isn’t even very representative pla1 ng of Ellington. Duke is always rooted in the earth and reality, even at his prettiest. Chico here picks the flowers, leaving the roots and living juices behindBut the men of this group are all highly capable, and the solo work is good, very good anil they—including Chico—impart to the album its value.

Cain, krai, vocali; Kral, piano.

Ellington imposition

Please send me FREE and with 
no obligation information on your 

correspondence courses.

a<cotn| 
knit a
Ilie in

ceived 
of the 
calls t

trumpeter undertakes a vocal

Roy Kral & Jackie Cain
¥ JACKIE AND ROY IN THE SPOTLIGHT— 
ABC Paramount ABC-267: From This Moment 
On; Kiss and Ron; Two Peas in a Pod; Cake 
Walk; Have You Met Mils Jones; How Are You 
Fixed for Love; let Me Love Lou; You Don’t

Rating: Jr-Jr drJonah’s horn swinging politely, as relaxed and rich sounding as it is, has a tendency to become monotonous. Especially is this 
so when he is using the mute that seems
Street Hines in the Louts \rmstrong manner. While it does resemble Armstrong’s, Jone*' singing stvle always gives one the feeling it has the gravel Altered out.This record is fine for listening while you’re doing something requiring nominal attention, but it is not for studied listening

lion. I 
second

Utb

PIANO ' 
GUITAR 

TRUMPET

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 
CHESS PRODUCING CORP.

2120 S. Michigan Av« 
Chicago 16, Ilk

Side 1 offers Jonah on some well-known standard^ while Side 2 is devoted to tunes from the so-called Dixieland folio. The

which he is being defensive may simply not know for sure what it is.The Hamilton group (here a sextet) seems to do best when it throws caution to the winds and commits itself to the category of jazz—as in See the Light, which swings nicely. Collette’s tenor and Hall's stringy, lucid guitar are greater assets to this L,P than the borderline group conception. Azure, for example, which is entirely arranged ensemble work, hasn't been committed to the mores and norms of either jazz or the string quartet. Since the stretch between them is greater than the unifiers would care to admit, the product is pulled thin. Why all this apparent yearning for a unification of music anyway? Aren't we being roblied of difference fast enough as it is?

Rov were among the earlier practitioners of this hybrid art.Jackie docs some ffrst-rate things on her own here, but the most stimulating mo-

meins 
mg ca|

The 
chiefly 
a-tv pic

If th 
jazz ci 
jazz hl 
pm po< 
defeat« 
poet. I 
good i 
of the

Mull written Miingl with a sounds

marimba; Conte Candoli trumpet; Herb 
Geller, alto sax; Russ Freeman, piano; 
and Monty Budwig, bass. Recorded in 
Contemporary’s superb high fidelity sound.

It" Hi-Fi Long Playing CSiSO, 14-98; also available on 
STEREO RECORDS ST0t5, tS.9i at d< tiers everywhere.

CONTEMPORARY RECORDS 
8481 Melrose Place, Los Angeles 46, California

Whenever he puts clarinet to lip and motions the boys into action, Benny Goodman can probably command a larger audience than anybody else in music (Is there a soul with cars who isn’t a fan of his?) This recording is another example of his tremendous talent—a talent that has kept him reigning as the undisputed King of Swing for over two decades. Two noble jazz musicians. Andre Previn and Russ Freeman, sit in and add some sparkling improvisations to the swing- happy session.
HAPPY SESSION —Benny Goodman and His 
Orchestra featuring Andre Previn and Russ 
Freeman CL 1324 CS 8129 'stereo)
GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY ANO 
STEREO-FIDELITY RECORDS BY

Shelly Manne drums; Monty Budwig, bats.
Rating: -it it Jr VsIt's too bad that Roy Kral isn't the vocal soloist his wife is; he sounds like a hip Skinnav Ennis when he works alone. But when he sings with Jackie, as he does on much of the material here, the result is

SUC 
GAN ' 
Bird Hi 
higuiñe 
Jockey . 
Hnffiy ; 
Only Gi

I’eraoi

all; it’s a collection of disparate works, which all the stylistic in the world won’t turn into

Jonah Jones Quartet
» JONAH JONES AT THE EMBERS—RCA 
Victor I PM-2004: It’s All Right With Me. From 
This Moment On, Learnin’ Thi Blues, Something's 
Gotta Give, All Of Y is Lullab, of Birdland. 
Basin Street Blues, High Society, Tin Roof Blues, 
Muskrat Ramble, At Sundown.

Personnel: Jonah Jones, trumpet; George 
Rhodes, piano; John Browne, hast, Harold Austin, 
drums.

SAXOPHONE 
K MODERN 
» HARMONY

Learn all styles, 
POPULAR AND JAZZ

Empire State 
School of Music

23 E. WESTFIELD AVE. 
ROSELLE PARK, N.J
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Winners in the 6 other categories:

Bop,

ul!

(...it just SEEMS that way)

ll

David Seville (Best Novelty Record) 

Johnny Nash (Best New Male Singer) 

Domenico Modugno (Best Vocal, Single Record) 
Henry Mancini (Best Jazz Album)

KEELY SMITH
Best New Female Singer. Second only to 
Frank as Top Recording Personality 
Keely's current Capitol album Is "Swingin' Pretty”

RAY ANTHONY
Best Instrumental, Single Record: 
"Peter Gunn"
Don’t miss Ray's newest album, “Anthony Italiano”

FRANK SINATRA
Top Recording Personality.
Best Vocal Album: "Come Fly With Me’’ 
(Second: "Only the Lonely")
Just out: Great new album, "Look to Your Heart"

GLEN GRAY
Best Big Band Album: 
"Sounds of the Great Bands," Volume I
Hear Volume II, Glen's smash follow-up album
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Hunts are still the duo performances. Playing capable piano throughout. Kral keeps up a careful co-ordination between the voices and Manne and Budwig. who in inni provides a constant and tasteful sup- pott. And on Two Peas in a Pod, this talented pair fits together like . . . well, like two peas in a pod.
Gene Krupa

3 M GENE KRUPA PLAYS GERRY MÜLLT- 
GAN ARRANGEMENTS - Verve MG V8292: 
Hird House; Martie; Mulligan Stew; Begin the 
Heeuine; Sugar; Iki Way of All Flesh; Disc 
Jockey Jump; Birds of a Feather Sometimes I'm 
Hapfy Hou High The Moon; If Tom Here The 
Only Girl; 1 urdbird Suite.

Personnel: Unidentified.

Mulligan’s twelve-year-old arrangements, written when he was 19, stand up astonishingly. A dozen of them arc now restored with affectionate care by Ktupa and what sounds like a hand picked complement of west-coasters — possibly men like Al Porcino. Bill Holman. Don Fagerquist, Frank Kosolino, etc. (Verve evidently delights in tortut ing its customers with the most uninformative liners of any full-priced record label in the business.)Beyond the perspective these scores lend to the saga of Gerry Mulligan and the rise and fall of linear writing, they remain musically sound creations that are obviously a ball for musicians to play. There is plentv of space for jazz and the featured altoist (Herb Geller) contributes several particularly arresting solos.I he weak link is the rhythm section, chicHv Krupa himself, who performs with a-tvpual unctuousness. In general, though, this is a stimulating set, especially the Gil Evans-like If You JI’ere The Only Girl.

CONGRATULATIONS TO

who kept the
7th ANNUAL DOWN BEAT DISC JOCKEY POLL 

from being a clean sweep for 
CAPITOL RECORDS AND ARTISTS

Kenneth Patrhc-n
M KENNETH PATCHEN WITH CHAMBER 

!\l^ sEXTET-Cadence CLP3OM: The Murder 
of Two Men by A Yonng Kid Wearing Yellow 
Gloves; State Of the Nation; Do The Dead 
Know What Time It Is?; And With the Sorrows 
of This Joyonsness; The Lnte In the Attic; Lone
some Boy Bines; Limericks; I Went To The City.

Personnel: Kenneth Patchen, narration; Allyn 
Ferguson, composer-arranger-leader, piano, elec
tronic piano, French horn, percussion; Frank Leal, 
alto sax, bass clarinet; Modesto Briseno, tenor 
and alto saxes, clarinet; Robert Wilson, trumpet, 
percussion; Fred Dutton, bass, bassoon, contra
bassoon; Tom Reynolds, drums, tympani.

Rating: A * 'JIf this album is to be rated in the strictly jazz category (for there is much modern jazz blowing in the background) , the basic purpose of listening to music as music is defeated by the dominating voice of the poet. Patchen is a good poet; Ferguson is a good musician, as are his musical confreres ol the multi-instrumented sextet. In a literarc magazine the value of the poetry naturalk would command primary consideration. In a music publication it becomes of secondary concern.Altoist Leal and tenorist-baritonist Briseno are principal soloists here. Both pla' well within the confines of an essentially accompanying role. The ensembles are well knit and punch hard at times. However, the music was dubbed in behind Patchen’s voice because, writes annotator Ferguson, ' 1 he final product . . . should be conceived in terms of the poet’s interpretation of the text." Unfortunately, when the poet calls the turns, the jazz suffers.

NELSON RIDDLE
Best Studio Orchestra Conductor
Current hit album: "The Joy of Living”

(And hear runner-up Billy May in his 
big-selling, great-sounding album, 
"Billy May's Big Fat Brass")

Not quite ALL the stars and hits are on

May 14. 1959 • 25



BLUE J

was madethe record
aliout forty years too late.

vocals oftoi the

In a wonderfully relaxed and happy blowing
Johnson withsession for trombonist,

DOWN BEAT

Translation delicious tour
force for cats. We think you’ll agree

If you wished to select a disc iplary

this would be

d Farmer?

Hines-like bell-soundingwith

HIGH QUALITY
ONLY $5 95 ORDER NOW!

9 EAST 62nd ST NYC 21, N.Y.

DON JACOBY’S
drums-

ALBUM

is the presence Postpaid

DOWN BEAT

of jazz ’59 to play for someone not par
ticularly a student of the modern idiom

Persona 
Durjn, gu 
er, ha»« ( 
Jack Wee 
Markham, 
Vince Gu 
Santumnri

alto: Tina 
Art Blakey,

its own. 1 
afterward.

ideal choice. It has a

DIRECT FROM ENGLAND |

m An Privat*. Smith: Donaldson; Eddie

LIMITED QUANTITY' |

sip, drums: Hank Jonee. 
Freddie Green, guitar.

Rating:

Morgan, trumpet; Lou Donaldaon.

‘We had a session.” J. J. remarked

three jazz cohorts of distinction, (Max Roach, 
drums, Paul Chambers, bass, and Tommy 
Flanagan, piano) proved that northern jam, 
though sometimes tart, has a sweetness all

THIS ALBUM FEATUR
ING BILL EVANS. BEN
NY GOLSON, ADDISON 
FARMER AND DAVE 
BAILEY IS ALREADY 
ACCLAIMED AS A CLAS
SIC.

Bob Scobey*»* Frisco Band with 
Clancy Hayes

B SOMETHING’S ALWAYS HAPPENING 
ON THE RIVER—RCA Victor LPM 1889: 
Something's Always Happening on the River; 
Floating Down to Cotton Town. Dow» by the 
Riverside, Alexander's Ragtime Band, River Stay 
Way from My Door; Riverside Blues; Dixie; 

Row, Row, Row; Mississippi Mud; Riverboat 
Shuffle; Glad To Re Me; Swanee River.

Personnel Bob Scobey, trumpet and vocal; Rich 
Matteson, tuba and bass trumpet: Gearge Duxiv- 
ier, bass; Jim Beebe, trombone; Gene Schroeder, 
piano; Dave Black, drums; Brian Shanley, Uar 
i tet; Clancy *Hayes, banjo and vocal; Toni Lee 
Scott, vocal.

McFadden guitar; Donald Bailey, drums — on 
lover Man. Smith Morgan; Curtis Fuller, trom
bone; George Coleman alto; McFadden Bailey 
—on Just friends. Smith; Morgan; Fuller; Cole
man: Burrell; Bailey—on Blues After All,

Rating: drdtdtVt
About the only thing the separate tracks

with sy 
tween B

Intelli 
Mosher 
(Grant 

cohesion

Jimmy Smith
■HOUSEPARTV —Blue Nott »002: Au Tri. 
rate; Lover Man; Just Friends; Blues After All, 

Personnel: Jimmy Smith. Hammond organ; Lee

■fit ’ A STUDY In
MTuAatrumpet and cornet 

techniques by one of today's 
finest musicians. Wonderful for 

just listening, loo. Eight popular 
and classic selections Send today 

tor this unique collector's album— 
DON JACOBY-Box 107, Elkhart, Ind.

Available in stereo — $4 98

8 SAN 
funning 
Sigmund 
Blues ; V

Send check or money order (no C O D ’s or 
stamps, please) to Dept. "D Love” 

BRITISH LTD.

Rating: * ♦
1 his set is reminiscent of the small town 

minstrel show of forty years ago. Richard 
Gehinan opens his liner notes with. Bob 
Scobev was born about forty sears too

BLUE TROMBONE—J. J. Johnson
CL 1303 CS 8109 (stereo)

quality of combined relaxation and spright
liness that is unusual in today's emotion
ally charged world. Brookmeyer says, “It 
was fun. fun, fun and happiness.”

As you play the sides, several thoughts 
seem to repeat themselves over and over, 
such as: how the music stimulates and eases 
one at the same time; what a fine and un
appreciated pianist Hank Jones has been

of organist Smith on each. Au Private and 
Just Friends are whoppers that consume 
almost the entire A and B sides—which 
means, of course, that there’s ample op
portunity for all concerned to mount the 
soapliox and wail at will.

Smith’s electrifying (no pun intended) 
organ is the dominant solo voice both in 
terms of length of playing and in musical

contribu 
on all e 
to altoisi 
ecoiiomii 
appioacl 
is a stre 
the good 
usual, j 
the best

Led h 
in the f 
as angry

A pk 
which 1 
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Tower, 
Cal is a 
second, 
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fit..THE
IVI OST musical, 
stimulating, 

satisfying LP 
of the. year. ■■

DOWN BEAT J J

LONDON JAZZ 
featuring 

EUROPE’S GREATEST 
ARTISTS

A MUST FOR YOUR 
LP LIBRARY!

and how interesting and worthwhile a mod
ern interpretation of some of the old stand
ards can be.

Bill Potts composed and orchestrated 
Bee Kay, Al Cohn arranger! Pennies, and 
the* balance of the arrangements ate Brook
meyer’s, with Ihe opening and title number 
Stretching Out also composed hv the young 
valve trombonist The performance on Now 
Will I ou Be Good is particularly exciting.

Clancv Haves and Toni Lee Scott, phis a 
smattering of Schroeder piano. F.xcept for 
a few short choruses on Ragtime Band 
and Riverboat Shuffle, the music just 
doesn't swing. Its lively and persnipity but 
it ain’t got that thing.

Zoot Sims—Bob Brookmeyer Octet
H Si STRETCHING OUT—United Artittt 

UAL 4023: Stretching Out; Note Will You Re 
Good; Pennies Fn m Heaven; King Porter; Ain't 
Misbehavin'; Bee hay.

Personnel: Zoot Sim«, tenor sax; Bob Btook- 
meyer, valve trombone; Al Cohn, tenor and bari
tone saxea; Harry Edison, trumpet; Charlie Per-

CONNSTELLATION 
TRUMPET AND CORNET

IF A LARGE ORCHES
TRA CAN SWING AS 
ONE MAN-IT IS THE 
ULTIMATE IN JAZZ. 
THIS ALBUM IS A NE
CESSARY PART OF EV
ERY COLLECTION.

W0U^ 
HH stack this 

band against any 
band in the country.

CQLUMBIAfl
THE FIRST NAME IN JAZZ

• Maba’ ‘1 Mum tig * tnma «I Maate« Imfctit x $rtM.I«U

tame



minus the bite of a trumpet

astonishing range of pitch

duringA pleasant Bay City
which Tjader makes his record debut on

Running, Luff,keyboarding
Union and Grant Avenue. Verily,

POPULAR
Wilmington, Del., police officerband

■professionalactive for some years as a

ANNS. HO'>5

rt, Ind
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1258: 
Time;

piano. 
Tower,

exciting Tjadei available, though. In this 
album, guitarist Duran comes through in 
digging-in fashion.

Personnel : H indy Wettou

the good-times-roll variety, 
usual, justifies his reputation 
the best pickers in jazz.

rangements border on the corny more than 
once, which is only fitting, considering the 
trite packaging idea. Winding and Rehak 
are adequate but not distinctive soloists.

omet 
today’s 
ful for 
pular

It must be admitted at the outset that 
Kat Winding makes a lot of music with 
four trombones. Unfortunately, it is all de
rivative music, a kind of Everyman's band

Led by the seething Smith, participants 
। the four tracks blow with a conviction 
, angry as it is stimulating.

(ail Tjader Quintet 
SAN FRANCISCO MOODS- Fantasy 3271

; Coit Tower: Triple t 
Skyline Walt*; l'ira Ce-

Jerri Adams 
H PLAY FOR KEEPS—Columbia 
Play for Keeps; Every Night about

Randy Weston-Lem Winchester
H NEW FACES AT NEW PORI —Metrojaxx 

E1005: (Randy Weston trio) Hi-Fly, Excerpt 
Front Bantu Suite; Beef Blues Sten , Machine 
Blues. (Lem Winchester quartet* Now's The 
Time; Polka Dolt And Moonbeams ; Take The 'A' 
Train.

saxes are not missed so much, though, for 
Winding and Rehak, plus two bass trom-

appaiently aimed at a 
in< hides everything from 
to Basic effects. The ar-

these 
often

My Heart Tells Me; But Not for Me, My I try 
Good Friend in thi Looking Glass; Miss Ton; 
Who Needs Yow; Can't Get out of This Mood; 
You've Got Me Crying Again; He’s My Guy; 
Foe AU We know. I Won't Cry Anymore.

Rating: W ♦

They may be fighting boredom with 
sounds that have been heard so 
elsewhere.

jazz vibist. Here he solos extensively, dem
onstrates considerable inventive stature on 
his instrument and a rippling, Hampton- 
Jackson orientation put to polished indi
vidualistic use.

Burrell, as 
i as one of

Jimmy Zitano, drum*.
Rating ♦ + * *

Excerpted from the bandstand proceed
ings of Satuiday afternoon. July 5, 1958, at 
the Newport Jazz Festival, this album re
veals how much very good jazz was to be 
appreciated at the mammoth annual bash 
before the Newport landscape darkened and 
the big names blew.

Weston is a New York pianist of met it 
active in modern jazz only since 1953. The 
four tracks offered here are his original 
composition», two being in 3/4 meter and 
two in conventional 4/4. Most ambitious is 
this portion of his forthcoming Bantu Suite, 
an almost anthropological excursion of 
force and imagination into the Afrorhyth- 
tnic origins of jazz. Drummer Hogan has a 
held day. Bassist Joyner is heard in a long 
and brilliant solo on Machine.

U inchester, who performed with the 
rhythm section from the Herb Pomeroy big

gad. Grant Avenue Suite.
Personnel: Cal Tjader, vibri un J piano, Eddie 

Duran, guitar (on all except Cepada); John Moth
er, ha» (on all except Cepada and Grant Avenue); 
Jack Week*, baca (on Grant Avenue only); John 
Markham, drum*. On Cepada: Tjader, vibe*; 
Vince Guaraldi. pian»; Al McKibbon. baat; Mongo 
Santimaria. conga; Willie Bobo, drum* and bongo*.

HES- 
I AS 
THE 
AZZ.
NE-

JON HENDRICKS

BASIE

Cal is a vibist first; his piano runs a poor 
second. On the balance of the tracks the 
vibes share solo honors with Duiart's hne 
guitar. Cepada, recorded on another occa
sion and, is typical Tjader Afro Cubantics 
with sympathetic percussive crossfire Ire- 
tween Bobo and Santamaria.

Intelligent writing notably by bassists 
Mosher (Grove and Waltz) and Weeks 
(Grant Avenue) lends a certain grace and 
cohesion to the set. There u much more

contribution. Trumpeter Morgan, piesent 
on all except Lover Man (which belongs 
to altoist Donaldson), heie displays a more 
economical, and hence more constructive, 
approach than on previous sessions. Brooks 
is a strong, potent tenor voice of the let-

bones, cover an 
and timbre.

This album, 
"pop” market, 
shuffle rhythms

SING
JOE WILLIAMS

ALONG

Km Winding
■ THE SWINGIN’ STATES—Columbia CL 

1264. Indiana; Carry Me Back To Old Virginny; 
California, Here I Comt; Louisiana; Moonlight 
t» Vermont; Georgia On My Mind; Jersey 
Bounce; Stars Fell On Alabama; Idaho; At Last 
Alaska; Mississippi Mud; Oklahoma I

Personnel: Winding. Frank Rehak, tenor trom
bones; Dick Hixon, Tommy Mitchell (replaced by 
Dick Leib on tracks 1, 3, 5, and 11), base trom
bones; Hank Jones, piano; Ed DeHaas, bass; Gus 
Johnson, drums.

Rating: **

DAVE LAMBERT

WITH

ROULETTE
POPyazz

PLUS 
THE 
BASIE 
ßAND

album
Performance 
of this album 
RESTRICTED 
from air play 
II-J501H 

available >n 

STF^FO

album
Vocalese 

version of 
famous Basie 
Classics with 
the dynamic 
Basie Band'
Il-5 2018 

available in

STFRFO
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RED GARLAND

almost unheard-of grac

ALL KINDS OF WEATHER
RED GARLAND PRLP 7148

erih pleasant
Tc going to slap it

JAZZ RECORD BUYER'S GUIDE

SOULTRANE PRLP 7142

•‘'Columbi»" *

DOWN BEAT

Cm t 
Make 
Over

Ray Charles, Fes Indeed (Atlantic 8025)
Art Farmer, Modern Art (United Artists 4007)
Coleman Hawkins, The High and Mighty Hawk (Felsted 7005)
Mahalia Jackson, Newport 1958 (Columbia 1244)

! — particularly 
the phonograph

John Ccltrane
“I consider him nn<> of the few most exciting 
teno' playing individuals in Jazz today .
by all means hear this one ”

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Dom Cerulli: Downbeat
12" High Fidelity Albums 

lt.98 Al Your dealer Or From Prestige Records 
New Releases Available—Send For Free Catalog

Edmond Hall, Petite Fleur (United Artists 4028)
Lambert-Hendricks-Ross-Basie, Sing Along With Basie 

(Roulette 52018)
Herb Pomeroy, Band in Boston (United Artists 5015)
Johnny Richards, Experiments in Sound (Capitol 981)
Sal Salvador, Colors in Sound (Decca 9210)

Baby; Always in My Heart

Harbor Lights.
Personnel: Steve Allen, piano rhythm accom

paniment not identified.
Rating: ♦ ★

Since Steve Allen takes a bad review with

Red (¡»Hand’s new release is about different 
tyjies of weather, (‘"Rain”. '‘Summertime’*, 
“ ’Tis Autumn** etc.) ; but his playing is as 
warm and bright as always. You’ll want 
this album in your Garland collection.

RELAXIN* WITH THE PRLP 7129 
MILES DAVIS QUINTET
‘ One ol the most informally accurate defini
tion of Jazz lecorded in some ‘line ”

Nat Hentofi : Jazz critic

Nat Adderley Quintet, Brandling Out (Riverside 12-285)
Manny Albam, Jazz New York (Dot 9004)
John Benson Brooks, Alabama Concerto (Riverside 12-276)
Dave Brubeck Quartet. Newport 1958 (Columbia 1249)
Vic Feldman, The Arrival of Vic Feldman (Contemporary 3549)
Bob Florence, Name Band, 1959 (Carlton 12/115)
George Lewis, and his New Orleans Stampers (Blue Note 1208)
The Hi-Lo's, And All That Jazz (Columbia 8077)
Earl Hines, Earl's Backroom (Falsted 7002)
Chubby Jackson, Chubby Takes Over (Everest 1009)
The Mastersounds, Flower Drum Song (World Pacific 1252)
Hal McKusick, Cross Section—Saxes (Decca 9209)
Gerry Mulligan, Jazz Combo From “I Want To Live"

(United Artists 4006)
Oscar Peterson Trio, On the Town (Verve)
Rex Stewart-Cootie Williams, Porgy and Bess Revisited (Warner 1260)
Sonnv Rollins, And The Big Brass (Metrojazz 1002)
Annie Ross sings a Song of Mulligan (World Pacific 1253)
Larry Sonn, Jazz Band Having a Ball (Dot 9005)

For the benefit of jazz record buyers, Down Beat provides a monthly 
listing of jazz LPs rated four stars or more during the preceding five- 
issue period. LPs so rated in this issue will be included in the next 
listing.

Louis’ own Hxe and Hye, 
Ivrics about Bix, King

Liveliest tune is 
but the insipid

not to have to give one. The trick though 
is to decide in what category you’re going 
to review his discs. As a straight pops 
presentation of some well-worn but still
good standards, why, this LP isn't bail at

to accompany the supping of martinis. 
Steve’s playing is too hear v handed, but 
still there's taste in this album.

Whv does one regret to pan ol' Stevcrino? 
Simple: he’s been an island of good taste

Now that Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, 
Anita O'Day et al have winnowed the last 

several decades of songs and stored the 
best of them in sturdy silos of long-playing 
(and long-lasting) records, younger singers 

are sifting through the chaff, as Miss Adams 
does here. The sentimentalism of World 
War II and its aftermath figure heavily 
in the collection; Miss Adams sings clearly, 
cleanly, and in tune, but with insufficient 
distinction to justify this massing of mostly 
second rate tunes.

• Steve Allen
STEVE ALLEN PLAYS—Dot 25161: I 
Get Started; Deep Purple; Easy to Love; 
Believe; A Pretty Giri Is Like a Melody; 
the Rainbow; Remember; My Melancholy

Mon
Sten

AHK

2 RE

ing to hi 
of Ins. yo 
of a got 
playing 
tagious.
Columbi 
exposure 
WHAT IS 
Quartet
GU ARA 
STE R E

in the musical desert of television, getting 
away with as much good stuff as the exig
encies of commercialism evidently would 
permit. It is doubtful that he would have 
that taste without the insight that the 
amount of piano he does play has given 
him. Isn’t that worth a little recognition?

Loui» Arnistrong/Gordon Jenkins 
elioru» and orchestra

B SATCHMO IN STYLE- Deco DI 8M0: 
It’s All in The Game; J tan nine; Ckln-E; Indian 
I.ovt Call; Listen To Ike Mocking Bird. That 
Lucky Old Sun; The U hiffeupoof Song; Trees; 
Bye and Bye; Spooks; When It’s Sleepy Time 
Down South.

Personnel: Louis Armstrong accompanied bv 
Gordon Jenkins and hia chorus and hia orchestra. 
Solo Notes: trumpet behind Louia on Blueberry 
Hill hi Billy Butterfield pianist Indian Love 
Colt is Charles Is Vere: fute on Listen To The 
Mocking Bird is by Romeo Penque.

Rating: * it
Louis, Decca, and the public can all live 

without this record. The label has obvi
ously run out of ideas for a framework in 
which to present pops, and so they try 
watering the whiskev.

There are several tunes on which Louis 
has contributed much better woik previ
ously—Blueberry Hill and Indian Love 
Call, for example Then there is the Arm
strong interpretation of the II hiffenpoof 
Song, tilled the Hoppenpoof Song, a pun 
which the public doesn't understand on the 
one hand, and which makes Louis look 
silk to other musicians on the other

RELAXIN WITH 
THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET

PRESTIGE RECORDS INC.
203 S Washington Ave., Bergenfield, N. J
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WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 
CHESS PRODUCING CORP.

2120 S Michigan Ave. 
Chicago 16, III.

JAZZ FROM 
FUNSVILLE

Jazz music is fun to Gerry Mulligan. Listening to him blow that marvelous saxophone of his. you automatically know it. The “wail- of a good time he and his quartet have playing and listening to each other is contagious. If you haven’t caught it. this Columbia recording offers the necessary exposure. There’s no cure.
WHAT IS THERE TO SAY?—The Gerry Mulligan 
Quartet CL 1307 CS 8116 (stereo)

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY AND 
STEREO-FIDELITY RECORDS BY

1260) COLUMBIAH
THE FIRST NAME IN JAZZ

•“CeLmbu" <f Mutts lit A trisiin if Catasta Breadcast >ng Systmjit 

Oliver, Jack Jcnncv, Fats, and Bunny all being up there, while Louis is down here, takes the spark away from the light swing. Mavtx- next time they'll put Louis on some operatic arias.
The Caballero*

Bl Sj VIVA—H,fi record R816: Orgullosa; 
Fermin; No Sabe; Los Dos; Pedro Name; 4lma 
Lianrra; Andolucia; Tut Ojos; Sones Chiapanecos; 
Sambita; Io Se Que Te Quiero; Cauaquinho; 
Por Que; Oroeion Caribe.

Personnel: Ruben Guevara, guitar-leader; Eu
gene Corral, marimba, percussion; Luii Martinez, 
piano, percuaaion; Eddy Ranlo. accordion.

Rating- ■* ♦ ★ drThis pleasant program of authentic Mexican folk airs, from the flamenco flavored 
Fermin lo the marimba-dotted Pedro Name, has singular charm redolent of the hacienda, the high Sierra Madre and, of course, the conviviality of tequila tippling.Whether in disciplined unit performance or in the virtuosic ease of the individual instrumentalists. the Caballeros should find 
a wide market for their gav, wistful and often passionate souih-of thc-lxirder renditions.As is usual with Hifirecords' albums, this 11* is uncannily tailored for the stereo listener. Piano and accordion emanate from the left hand speaker, guitar and marimba from the right. Percussion effects appear to come from the imaginary center s|>caker.l ops for fans of Mexican music.

Don, Dick *n* Jimmy
B SONGS FOR THE HEARTH—Verve MG 

V-2107: Paradise; It Could Happen to You; 
Stars Fell on Alabama; Your Friend: Solitude; 
Building a Paradise; .My Faith; Ya Gotta Have 
Eyes; / Never Know; That’s the Hay I Feel; 
My Tormented Heart; Two Voices in the Night; 
Fountains Of Rome; A Man's Gotta Do.

Personnel: Don. Dick end Jimmy, vocali, tiur- 
nimn not lilted); alto sax-flute-clarinet, Ham
mond organ—piano, guitar, ba» and drum« un
identified.

Rating: + gg ★There's certainly nothing remarkable, exciting or new about this vocal trio. Rut as ■ group and individually the tx»ys sing pleasantlv and in tune, which is considerably more than can lie said of many of their contemporaries.As the album's title indicates, all the songs are of the nostalgic variety. On 
Solitude, though, the jazz altoman breaks loose for alxiut 16 bars of hearty blowing in good-humored, free-wheeling style. Judging from the occasional sly little comments from the piano, moreover, that individual is possessed of a generous sense of humor.This set of ultra-commercial vocalizing obviously is not aimed at the teen market. But somewhere, somebody should enjoy it.

Steve Lawrence
ALL ABOUT LOVE—Coral CRL 757268: 

Hooray for Love; Time after Time; I Concen
trate on You; Beware My Heart; Love in the 
House; Blah-Blah-Blah; All by Myself; Too Lata 
Now; Love Is a Simple Thing; Love Is a Season; 
Isn’t It a Pity; All About Love.

Rating: * A A ♦Steve Lawrence is one of the best pop singers around today. Only two or three— Sinatra, lortne. David Allen — are in this class. And on the basis of this album, Frank had better look to his so-long unchallenged laurels.Lawrence has done what obviously was there to be done: he’s gone lo the heart of Sinatra — the expressiveness — and skipped most of the surface mannerisms with which

LOUIS AND keely romp through songs 
that made them famous and swingin’ 
new music, loo, in this wild album from 
their movie soundtrack.
Sam Butera and the Witnesses stomp 
with Louis on The Saints Go Marching 
In and Oh Marie. Nelson Riddle backs 
Keely on You Are My Love and Nitey- 
Nile. And that’s not the half of...

the newest soundtrack 
album 
from

_ .V V V V
▼ MEET NEW STAR WILBUR HARDEN!

MONAURAL 
or STEREO

A swinging mod
ern jezz interprata-

Rodgers' delightful 
melodies; with

Wilbur Herden, key
board jazzman 
Tommy Flanagan, 
George Duvivier on 
hiss end G T. 
Hogan, drums.
MONAURAL MG 
12134 or TRUE 
SAVOY STEREO: 
SST 13002

MONAURAL 
er STEREO 
New star trumpet 
Wilbur Herden 
with JOHN COL
TRANE, Curtis 
Fuller, Tommy

Taylor, etc. in 
unusual African 
and other Jazz 
experimental 
tracks that real
ly wail! MON 
AURAL MG 12131

STEREO as SST 
13004.

WRITE DEPT. A for NEWEST DISCOGRAPHY
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gives full and free lo his proclivity

however,

between jazz and serious (sic)

Since 1934 the world’s most carefully made recording dues and equipment.

Si Zentner, Bob Pring, Watt Malt-
Vince Falzone,

IMI WEST 47TH STREET CHICAGO 32. ILLINOIS

COMING SOON IN DOWN BEAT
Personality sketches ot

Peggy Lee

Send in this coupon
TODAY,

get DOWN BEATname.

FOLKaddress.

state.zone

savings
5149

DOWN BEAT

pets ; I 
Lodice,

MAMI 
$ 30

Don 
Teddy 

Jack

question doesn’t even enter into his kev- 
boarding on this set. It’s very good, late- 
night mood piano, and for those who dig 
such music, a must.

1 hr Last Dance, Bye Byr Bines, 
I’ll Take Romance, Walkin’ Home,

White, trombone*.

Modesto Brioeno. 
Bruce MacDonald,

Kingston Trio • Jonah Jones

most Sinatra disciples have contented them
selves. Given good vocal equipment (only 
Vic Damonc, really, has as much), Lawrence 
has built a style that is becoming increas
ingly individual.

Nick Perito (who sounds as if he ha- a 
fine collection of Robert Farnon recoicis) 
has provided very good backgrounds. 1 tie 
tunes here are generally excellent, and ihe 
sum as vocal pops is a gas. Viva Lawrence.

"schooldays” insertion that jars.
In the unsigned liner notes there is much 

reference to Shirley criss-crossing the line

Ado Î1.00 per year outside U.S., U.S Possessions and 
Canada.

ALL REC 
AVAILAB 
All record; 
toils on y

Bernie Fleischer, lead alto and flute:

DOWN BEAT 2001 Calumet Ave., Chicago 16, Illinois 
Send 26 issues of DOWN BEAT to me for only 
$7 00 I’ll save $2.10 under the local price!

□ Payment Enclosed □ Bill Me

Jules Chaikin, Tom Scott, Öllie Mitchell,

Marshall, guitar; Mel Pollan, bass; Roy Roten, 
drums.

introduces a rather trite

Only presto mikes the famous presto master, the ultimate in disc-recording sur
faces. Only presto, alone among manufacturers, handles every intricate step in 
the production of its discs. Those flaws and flecks that are waiting to hex your 
recording sessions can’t get past the skilled eyes of presto’s inspectors. Why settle 
for discs that aren’t PRESTO-perfect ?
bogen-presto co., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Sicgler Corporation.

Not For Me, 
J olii Roter, 
En Garde.

Personnel : 
aahn. Roger

foi painting tonal impressions of worthy 
established ballads.

His ineanderings are full of the unex
pected, such as his linear variation of Be
witched and the harmonic alterations on 
Little Girl Blue. At the close of the latter,

Dashiell 'Edmonson Dane
■ A NIGHT AT THE ASH GROVE—World 
Pacific UP 1254: iway! Away! with Rum by 

Gum!; La Bamba; Tinafto; Johnny I Hardly Knew

Estimates for engraving 
and printing gladly furnished • Any publisher our 

reference • Highest rated in the United States

regularly at 
huge dollar

Don Shirley
R DON SHIRLEY SOLOS—Cadencr CLP 

3007: It Could Happen To You; Laura; I'll Be 
Around; Bewitched, Bother.! And Bewildered; 
Saint thing To Rimember You By; 111 Wind; 
Little Girl Blue; I’m In The Mood Fur love; 
This Is My Beloved; April In Paris; It Never 
Entered My Mind; Don't Worry ’Bout Me.

Personnel: Don Shirley, piano.
Rating- ♦ *

A romantic of the keyboard, Shirley here

Rating: * « ★ *

One of the best big band dance albums 
in a long time, this third Zentner LP ben
efits technically from superb stereophonic 
recording.

On the ballads (such as Beautiful Friend
ship or The Last Dance) or up-tempo 
swingers like But Not For Me and I’ll Take 
Romance, the emphasis is always on stabil
ity of tempo. While the ensembles some
times lean toward a rather top-heavy sound 
in which the sax section seems in danger of 
being submerged by brass, the overall re
sult is at a level too seldom heard since 
the heyday of the big dance crews.

Zentner's sweet trombone is fully utilized 
on the ballads and when the leader blends 
with his other three trams, a richness of 
sound emerges that seems to belong unique 
ly to this band.

Trumpeter Falzone and tenorists l odice 
and Birseno more than adequately take 
care of the jazz department. \ superior 
band dance album

Si Zentner Orch.
M Si SWING FEVER -Bel Canto BCM/36: 

Swing Etver, Avalon The Song Is You, Beautiful 
I riendship Surrey With the Fringe On Top But

Regularly
Record Reviews • Stereo News • New Jazz Releases • Regional 

News • Letters to the Editor • Radio & TV News
Don t miss these and many more wonderful stories and articles about
the world of music all in DOWN BEAT. America’s No. 1 Magazine of Jazz.

M//.W M/fi/fffi/G
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Cecil Taylor, 
■H furiously 
personal pianist... 
draws on the whole 
jazz tradition, gospel 
music and studies of 
Bartok & Stravinsky; 
With JOHN COLTRANE, 
most daring of the 
modern tenors and
KENNY DORHAM
(his best ■■ 
on record).
NAT HENTOFF
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AVAILABLE THRU US-OUR SERVICE IS FAST
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You; Orcha Bamidbar; Don't Sing Love Songs, 
You'll Wake My Mother; The Ship Titanic; La 
Chanson de la frambroise; Quiet Land of Erin; 
Yarrow; How Long Blues; Seguiriyas.

Personnel: Rud Dashiell and Travis Fdmonson; 
Barbara Dane, Rolf Cahn and Lynn Gold and 
others, vocals with guitar.

Rating: ★ ★ ★

Some light-weight presentations of folk 
music, most of it more or less well-known. 
The brightest tracks, perhaps, are the Dash
iell-Edmonson duets on I.e Chanson de la 
Framboise anti I.a Bamba, and Lvnn Gold’s 
sweet singing of Tinafto, the Greek song 
used in the underscore of Boy on a Dolphin. 
There's one ill-advised track: Rolf (ahn's 
flamenco guitar in Seguiriyas. I his may 
be all right in a Los Angeles coffee house, 
where many of the clients are getting their 
first heady taste of such things, though 
few would admit it. But on disc, it invites 
comparison to performers such as Sabicas, 
whether Mr. Cahn wants it that wav or 
not.

But the album is generally pleasant, and 
it is good that people are hearing these 
things, if only because they show up our 
"popular” music, all the wav from Rodgers 
and Hammerstein to Preslev, for the taste
less, flat, stale and unprofitable stuff that 
most of it is.

The Weavers
IS TRAVELING ON WITH THE WEAVERS 

—Vanguard VSD-2022: Twelve Gates to the City; 
Erie Canal: I Never Will Marry; Old Riley; 
Sinner Man: House of the Rising Sun, The' 
Keeper; You Made Me a Pallet on the Floor: 
Mi Caballo; Kumbaya; Hopsha-Diri; Si Me 
Quieres; Statt of Arkansas; Greenland Whale 
Fisheries; Eddystone Light; Gotta Travel 0«.

Personnel: Erik Darling. Ronnie Gilbert; Lee 
Hays, Fred Hellerman, Pete Seeger.

Rating: dr dr ★ ★ Vt
It is an irony that while The Weavers 

admit to the “re-arranging of all the songs 
to suit our vocal needs,” the end product 
is infinitely more authentic in flavor than 
that in the Ash Grove album reviewed 
above. What I he Weavers do to many old 
songs might best be compared lo those 
processes of cleaning and patching bv which 
great and half-forgotten paintings are re
stored.

I he quality of their singing is a sort of 
bucolic funk, and the stereo catches it with 
great effectiveness. Particularly moving are 
Sinner Man and the blues-flavored ('actu
ally it's in 3/1) House of the Rising Sin, 
a melancholy narrative about a house in 
New Orleans that has led to the downfall 
of many a girl.

There isn't a poor track on the allium, 
which is an excellent piece of choral-set 
folk (or folkish) music.

New Jazz Releases
Vs a reader service. Down Beat prints a 

monthly listing of jazz 1 Ps released as the 
magazine goes to press. This listing, coupled 
with the jazz record reviews, will enable 
readers to keep in closer contact with the 
flow of jazz. Here's a list of kev jazz I.Ps 
released as this issue was wrapped up.

Cannonball Adderlev, Things Are Getting 
Better, (Riverside RIP 12-286 (M): (RLP 
1128 (S).

Cat Anderson. Cat On A Hot Tin Horn, 
(Mercury MG 36142 (M): (SR 80008 (S).

Baker. Adderlev. N„ Terry, Mitchell &

’’WHODUNNIT” JAZZ
I A 99 [COLUMBIA].

■ from * -■■■ ■ nVM TV MRICt -MTU MMT

1

k
THE JOE WILDER QUARTET

Want a record of the exciting jazz from 
TV’s great new private-eye series, “Peter 
Gunn?” Want to hear it performed by one of 
the very few completely fresh and original 
trumpet stylists to emerge on the modern 
jazz scene? Shoot right down to your record 
shop. Ask the man (in a confidential whis
per) for this hot new Columbia hi-fi record
ing, pay him off, and cut for home and the 
friendly arm of your phonograph,
JAZZ FROM “PETER GUNN”—Th« Jo« Wilder 
Quartet CL 1319 CS 8121 (stereo)

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY ANO
STEREO-FIDELITY RECORDS BY

cqlumbiaP
THE FIRST NAME IN JAZZ

•"Cetombii' T Mwtts 1st h teina «I CWMbu Brokers! SystM.let
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||| best of
Mulligan's 

performances.
METRONOME/ 
MUSIC U.S.A.

GERRY MULLIGAN, 
SHELLY MANNE AND 
ART FARMER. BEST IN- 
STRUMENTAL PER
FORMANCE IN A MO
TION PICTURE IN 1958 
BY DOWN BEAT POLL 
IS ONE OF MANY HON- 
ORS BESTOWED UPON 
THIS FINE ALBUM 
FROM THE ACADEMY 
AWARD WINNING FILM. 
Mono...UAL4008 4 QQ 
Stere«...UAS 5006 V«vO
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Rial, The4016 (M).

Shelly Manne Peter Gunn Jazz (Contemporary 3560 (M) .Charlie Mingus, Mingus At The Nonagon (United Artists UAL 4036 (M); (UAS 5036Blue Mitchell Out Of The Blue (Riverside RLP 12-293 (M): (RLP 1131 (S).

A Brand New Album 
From the Company that 

Gave you Topsy & Turvy! 

COZY COLE HITS!

The Rec<
1. Mercer 

Stereo.

Thelonious Monk, At Toren Hall side RLP 12-300 (M); RLP 1138Gerry Mulligan, H7i«t Is There (Columbia CL 1307 (M) ; (CS 8116

Jazz Workshop 
nig Band and 
Combo Ensembles 
Arranging and 
Composition 
Degree Course 
Diploma Course 
Correspondence

Course

Bobby Scott, Bobby Scott Sings and Plays 
the Best of Lerner and Lowe (Verve MGV-2106 (M).Horace Silver, Finger Poppin’ (Blue Note 4008 (M).Zoot Sims, Stretching Out (United Artists UAL 4023 (M); (UAS 5023 (S) .Stuff Smith, Sweet Swingin’ Stuff (20th Fox 3008 (M).Cecil Taylor, Hard Driving Jazz (United Artists UAL 4014 (M); (UAS 5014 (S).Various trumpeters, The Jazz Trumpet (I nited Artists UAL 402o (M) ; (UAS 5026

King Oliver, Back 'o Town RI P 12-130 (M).Herb Pomeroy Orch. & Irene 
Band And I (United Artists IP
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Johnny Hodges, The Big Sound (Verve MG \ 8271 (M).Claude Hopkins. Music of the Early Jazz 
Dances (20th Fox 3009 (M) .Milt Jackson, Bags Opus (United Artists UAL 4022 (M); (UAS 5022 (S).Harrv James, Hany’s Choice (Capitol ST-1093 (S).Stan Kenton, Lush Interlude (Capitol ST-1130 (S).Gene Krupa, Krupa Plays Gerry Mulligan 
Arrangements (Verve MG V-8292 (M).Peggv Lee, 1 Like Men (Capitol T-1131

For Skins—II (Blue Note 4005 (M).Evans Bradshaw Trio, Pieces of 88 (Riverside RLP 12-296 (M); (RLP 1136 (S).Ruby Braff, Ruby Braff Goes “Girl 
Crazy" (Warner Bros. W 1273 (M); (WS 1273 (S).Red Catlender, The Lowest (Metiojazz E 10007 (M); (E 1007 (S).Dick Cathcart, Bix Mcmlix (Warner Bros. W 1275 (M); (WS 1275 (S); (Verve MG X-2108 (M).Tommv Dorsey, Tommy Dorsey’s Greatest 
Band (20th Fox TCF 101-2 (M).Harry Edison, The Swinger (Verve MG V-8295 (M).Larrv Elgart Orchestra, RCA Victor LPM-1961 (M).Stan Getz Quartet, The Steamer (Verve MG V-8294 (M).Jimmy Giuffre, The Four Brothers Sound (Atlantic 1295 (M & S).Benny Goodman, Happy Session (Columbia CL 1324 (M); (CS 8129 (S).Bennie Green, Walkin’ and Talkin’ (Blue Note 4010 (M).Woody Herman Sextet, At The Round
table (Roulette R-25067 (M); (SR-25067

Dorham, New Blue Horns (Riverside RLP 12-294 (M); (RLP 1134 (S).Count, Basie, Basie One More Time (Roulette R-52024 (M) ; (SR 52024 (S) .Art Blakey and various artists. Holiday 
For Skins—I (Blue Note BLP 4004 (M).

PERSONALIZED RECORD LABELS are small enough (116 in.) so as not to cover the titles. Printed in black on white, gilt 'dged gummed paper and packed in a clear 2'4 in. plastic box 500 for $2 (via air, add 14c). Guaranteed to please. Bolind, Inc. 50 Bolind Bldg., Montrose 14, California
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CLINICS at 
INDIANA

NATIONAL STAGE BAND CAMP
Boi 221, South Bond. Indiana

Please send me details of the Stan Kenton 
Clinics to b« htlc at Indiana University, July 26 
thru August 1, 1959.

NAME______________________________ AGE______

STAN KENTON 
and Staff*

JULY 26 thru AUG. 1, 1959 
★The staff . . .

• LAURINDO ALMEIDA, guitar
• RUSS GARCIA, arranging
• DR. GENE HALL (Dean)
• CHUBBY JACKSON, bass
• DON JACOBY, trumpet
• JOHN LA PORTA, reeds
• DICK MARX, piano, vocal
• TOMMY SHEPARD, trombone 

and others to be announced
Enrollment limited 

Mail coupon now!

When Lionel Hampton is at the drums he can be heard at greater distances than probably any other jazzman alive. But this album is different. You have to bend a little to hear Hamp. It's soft and pretty and all vibraphone (with a nice relaxing background of rhythm and reeds). Hamp’s a man who has made musical history of many kinds Here he is making it in a fresh, new way!
GOLDEN VIBES—Lionel Hampton

CL 1304 CS 8110 (stereo)
GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY AND 
STEREO-F1DELITY RECORDS BY

Regular First Semester Classes be
gin May • September • January 

New Berklee records, scores and 
publications now available.

— Write for information —

COLUMBIAÜ
THE FIRST NAME IN JAZZ
'« Mutiliti Adrvuion ofCo'urrkiliwfcat'USrstrn.lK.

REGISTER NOW!

INTENSIVE 
SEVEN-WEEK 

SUMMER 
COURSE

BEGINS JULY 6

Jazz Headquarters 
Mail orders filled immediately 

439 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, IIL



Dizzy Gillespie

5.

6.

Count Batin with Lambert, Hendricks, Ross, 
Joe William». Shorty George (Roulette). 
Stereo.

organ . . . Very nice. The trumpet 
player was very good, too. I like the 
woodwind« . . . Beautiful. Was that

Joe Newman with Woodwinds. Travnlin’ 
Light (Roulette}. Stereo.
That last part sounded like an

itely

i 5, III.
ME 9-7166
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the blindfold test

Who wo* it, pray tell?

By Leonard Feather
The comments below were gathered during the first all

stereophonic blindfold test.
Having recently acquired the equipment for stereo record 

playing, 1 still used it only for occasional records, because of 
the limited material available. But as soon as the stereo releases 
began to multiply, a special interview was arranged, with John 
(Dizzy-Like-A-Fox) Gillespie as the first blindfoldee. Although 
the comments on Record No. 3 would seem to indicate a certain 
naivete regarding stereo on Diz’s part, you may well suspect 
that he often knows a lot more than he’s willing to admit.

The components included two Acoustical Research AR2 
speakers, a Madison-Fielding amplifier (two 20-watt units) and 
a Miracord XS-200 record player. Dizzy’s comments were 
recorded on a Tapesonic recorder Model 70-B from Premier 
Electronic Labs.

The Records
1. Mercer Ellington. Afternoon Moon (Coral). 

Stereo. Harold Baker, trumpet; comp, and 
an Mercer Ellington
I like that. I haven’t the slightest 

idea who it is, though. It was a very 
nice arrangement and lune. The 
trumpet player was nice . . . He had 
a warm sound. The band didn’t 
strike me as someone I’ve heard a 
lot. Is it an English band? Oh, I 
know who that was — it was Benny 
Carter playing trumpet. I’ll rate that 
one about two-and-a-half stars.
2. Chubby Jackson. Yet Indeed (Everest). 

Stereo Arr. Ernie Wilkins; Ernie Royal, 
trumpet.
I like the effect of stereo, but 1 

think I'll move to anothet chair . . . 
I think I’m loo far back. That 
sounded like Harry Edison on trum
pet ... I don’t know who that band 
could have been and I don’t recog
nize the arranger either. Maybe it 
was Buster Harding. No, it wasn’t 
Buster. I like the record though — 
it was a nice full band. I’ll give that 
one three.
3. Pete Rugola Interplay for Drums and Brass 

(Mercury) Stereo Frank Rosolino, trombone. 
That was really nice. I’m getting 

to hear the stereo much better where 
I m sitting now. Guess I’ll buy some 
steieo equipment . . . Stereo means 
thev divide the band up into two 
different parts, doesn't it? What if 
you had three parts? It would be 
nice it they could change it around 
in the studio — switch back and 
forth with the microphone. Has it 
been done yet? Could you play that 
record again? ... I like the way they 
jump from 6/8 back to 4/4, at least 
1 think that’s what they do . . . 
Fhat’s very nice. I like the trombone 
player and I’m going to give it three- 

and a-half stars for him. Who was it, 
pray tell?
4. Larry Foline's Beale Street Buskers. Ves, We 

Have No Bananas (Bel Canto). Stereo.
Sounds like it was made in 1902! 

About some of these old style records 
. . . A guy will insist on playing like 
in the 1920s, and in the first place 
he didn’t originate the style. 1 can 
sort of see a guy who has contributed 
as much as Louis Armstrong or Sid
ney Bechet really going all out for 
this type, because it was such an in
novation when they brought it to 
the fore that it will last a long time. 
But these other guys ... in the first 
place ihev copied the style and it 
doesn't sound authentic. I don’t 
have anything against Dixieland per 
se, but the same thing happens with 
modern music. In 20 years thev’U be 
playing in the same kind of clichés. 
I’m not giving this any stars — I’d 
be a hypocrite if I did.

The original is Shorty George — 
that’s one of the classics. I like the 
idea of what they do, and I’m going 
to give this a compliment, because 
it’s ptetty hard to do. I think Annie 
did an excellent job on that Sweets 
solo. Somebody got out of tune part 
of the lime . . . He didn’t know 
whether to make it a major seventh 
or a flat seventh. One of the low 
voices got off just a little bit. I’ll 
give it 4.75.

Joe Newman? It sounded like him. 
It’s a funny thing. When I hear a 
ballad by a trumpet player I start 
thinking about it. I’d never get the 
sound of that trumpet . . . You 
know how Freddie Webster played a 
ballad? I say, “Now, how would I 
have played that?” Webster had such 
a warm sound. You know, the guy 
who is comparable to him to my 
ear is not a trumpet player, but it’s 
Tyree Glenn, a trombone player. He 
has that warmness Freddie had. His 
notes sound like you can put your 
hands through them, instead of just 
flitting about. Freddie was a terrific 
trumpet player. I was over to Miles’ 
house the other night and he was 
playing his new Porgy and Bess 
album and in a couple of places he’d 
say “Listen to Web.” and I’d say 
“Yeah!” Miles sometimes gets that 
same sound as Freddie — that intense 
sound. I’ll give this four stars.
7. Tommy Dorsey Orch directed by Warren 

Covington Song of India (Decca). Steieo. 
Covington, trombone.
It was a Tommy Dorsey arrange

ment. I didn’t like it when they first 
started off on that tom-toms thing 
... It sounded like the drummer 
was accenting the first and the third 
beat, which is a very bad accent. It 
sounded like somebody clapping 
their hands. I think I’ve heard this 
before. Is it Billy Butterfield on 
trumpet? 1 didn’t notice the trom
bone — it could have been any of a 
thousand others. It wasn’t really im
pressive. I imagine the original 
record did sound pretty good. That 
trumpet solo Bunny Berigan took 
on the original would last some 
time. 1 would rate that fair — two 
stars.
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• Easily portable — about 44 lbs.
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plains, “is a thorough saturation of 
every possible area of the business as 
well as direct contact with senators 
and congressmen on state and na
tional levels.”

Those senators already on record 
as being in favor of repeal include 
Chavez of New Mexico and Douglas 
of Illinois, according to Maury. Op
posing modification or outright re
peal, he says, are Senator Harry 
Byrd of Virginia, head of the senate 
finance committee, and California’s 
Senator William Knowland.

_____________________ By John Tynan

Although the nation's economy is 
supposed to have pulled out of That 
Recession, musicians who earn their 
livelihood in cabaret work see no 
improvement. Nor will there be an

In M 
penalty 
food an 
rant wh 
ing are 
points o 
are not.

ing the second world war. Again, 
the excuse for the rate hike was war
time emergency. Trouble is, while 
that emergency passed into history, 
the tax stayed with us.

This year the most determined 
anti-tax campaign ever is being or
ganized by the American Federation 
of Musicians. Repeal committees 
are being or have been established in 
local unions throughout the nation. 
In Los Angeles, the three-man com
mittee working for repeal has been 
active since February. Lou Maury, 
recording secretary of Local 47, is 
chairman; pianists Bob Elliott and 
Morty Jacobs are his associates.

Maury approaches the fight for re
peal armed with an impressive bat
tery of facts about the 20 per cent 
tax. His cogent reasoning on why it 
should be abolished should be di
gested by everyone interested m the 
welfare and prosperity of the music 
industry.

Maury's committee, and others 
like it across the nation, are seeking 
all the support they can muster. The 
Los Angeles chairman feels that if 
the tavern operators associations, the 
bartenders' union and other restau
rant workers’ labor organizations can 
become involved in the campaign, 
the tax can be repealed
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Alnady there have been 14 repeal 
bills introduced in the House of 
Representatives, but 100 are needed 
to tip die scales. This is where public 
pressure on congressmen comes in. 
If enough congressmen receive 
enough letters, wires and phone calls 
urging repeal of the 20 per cent 
cabaret tax, it’s bound to produce 
results.

What does the jazz fan stand to 
gain Irom all this? It’s pretty ob
vious: The more musicians at work, 
the more active jazzmen — and, with 
no tax on food and drink, the more 
jazz clubs open for business.

In Maury’s view, the tax puts a 
penalty on talent and ability. While 
food and drink served in a restau
rant where live musicians are work
ing are subject to the excise, he 
points out, eateries with juke boxes 
are not.

In answer to the argument that 
the U.S. Treasury sorely needs the 
$40 million annual haul, Maury 
argues that the added income tax 
payments of re-employed musicians 
would easily account for an extra 
Sil million in the Treasury’s vaults. 
Reasoning that since less than a 
third of professional musicians can 
currently earn all or most of their 
living from music, he figures on 
extia employment of at least 35 per 
cent of this group if the tax were 
repealed. In addition, there would 
be more work lor bartenders, wait
resses, waiters, and others whose in
come taxes presumably would be 
welcome in Washington.

hat it boils down to is this,” 
Maury emphasizes, “the tax is deny
ing jobs to at least a quarter of a 
million Americans.”

Federation president Herman 
Kenin is in quick agreement, points 
out that today the cabaret has all 
but vanished from the American 
scene. “It’s the decent dine and 
dance environments that are being 
taxed out of existence," Kenin says, 
’along with the musician.”

Nor is the excise a “luxury tax” 
in Renin’s view. “No 20 per cent 
luxury’ impost applies on the cham- 
pagne-and-caviar consumption of the 
diner until the musician tunes his 
fiddle and the dancing starts. A 
luxury tax? Not by any stretch of 
the imagination. It is purely and 
simply a tax on employment,” he 
decía res.

FOR THOSE WHO INSIST ON QUALITY.

MODEL FHC-C u

Microphone
>R ARCH TOP GUITARS

heft buM, m

Amrawco
IN THE BLUE AND YELLOW BOX

MOST COMPLETE UM Of

TYMPANI 
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TIMBALE

Alda the ^medl
Jt-eacù

YOUR DEALER HAS THEM

AMERICAN RAWHIDE MFG. CO . CHICAGO 22. ILL.
Writ* for our educational booklet “All About Drumhead!"—It's trout 
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HAROLD LAND-BUDDY DeFRANCO

some redoubtable vocal

up,
bright blonde hair complemented by

E SOPRANO FLUTE
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to grow in pianistic stature, as 
Tatum-influenced solo on I'll 
member April clearly showed.

his
Re-

bassist Ralph Pena and 
Lloyd Morales provided

let loose
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Jazzville, Hollywood, Calif.

A double booking kicked oil 
new seven-nights-a-week policy 
stituted by the operators of 
latest venture into nitery jazz

JUNE CHRISTY 
Jazzville, Hollywood, Calif. 

Sunny personality all slicked

36 • DOWN BEAT

caught in the act

Hollywood at premises formerly 
known as Jazz Cabaret, the Jaguar, 
Jazz City and Mambo City. The con
tinuous music of Harold Land's 
quintet and Buddy De Franco's 
quartet should have proved a strong 
lure to fans; opening night turnout, 
however, fell far short of capacity.

Tenorist Land's group, compris
ing Jimmy Robinson, trumpet, Amos 
Trice, piano, Curtis Counce, bass, 
and Maurice Miller, drums, benefits 
mightily from the outstanding talent 
of the leader. On numbers such as 
Gigi Gryce’s Sans Souci or Billie 
Holiday’s Don’t Explain, the quintet 
leans heavily on Land’s formidable 
solo voice. Robinson, though, is a 
better than average jazz player heard 
to fine advantage in muted solos a la 

Miles Davis. Despite a tendency in 
the rhy thm section to rush slightly at 
times. Trice, Counce and Miller 
work well together. Counce plays 
down-to-earth bass, showing good 
time, intonation and economical 
solo ideas.

De Franco's quartet — De Franco, 
pianist Walter Norris, bassist Scott 
La Faro and drummer Gary From
mer — suffers rhythmically from 
the over-busy bassist. La Faro has 
phenomenal technique and adven
turous ideas, but cannot seem to 
content himself with playing basic 
time. De Franco, as always, coolly 
demonstrates why he is a clarinetist 
without |>eer, ami Norris continues 

the warm pink of her gown, the 
Misty One dealt generous poitions 
of specialized style in a balanced se
lection of her repertoire. The open
ing night house was capacity and 
with the singer all the way thiough 
such songs as Let There Be Love, 
Midnight Sun, Easy Living and My 
Shining Hour. Pianist Benny Aionov 
shone in his accompaniment to 
June's Every thing Happens To Me, 
toward the close of which the singer 
proved her ability to open up and 

intelligent accompaniment, sensitive 
when needed, swinging when he was 
called upon to lay it down. Morales' 
brushes were in notable evidence be
hind June on My Shining Hour.

Although June's delivery occasion
ally fails to make it (her voice 
cracked a bit on Let There Be Love) 
her distinctive singing style and in
gratiating presentation continue to 
support her long-held position as one 
of the country’s top nitery attrac
tions.
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the hot box

By George Hoefer

I once spent a summer on a farm 
in Illinois, picking cherries and can
ning honey, following which I was 
sent out on a house to house canvass 
to sell the results of my labor. It was 
the vc.tr that Valentino died and Ger
trude Ederle swam the channel, and 
i hist visited a speakeasy. That 
would be 1926.

In return for my faithful labor 
(and after incessant pestering from 
me) 1 was given a 1914 model T 
Ford that had been on blocks since 
1921. to go home to North Carolina. 
(Ultimately it took fourteen days 
and nine nights of driving to accom
plish the project). On my way, I took 
in the bright lights of Chicago.

In Chicago, 1 picked up a school 
chum from North Carolina who had 
been banished to a summer of work 
in his uncle's freight depot back in 
the vards around Polk Street. We 
look in everything that wasn’t nailed 
down in a three day interlude before 
leaving for the South—including the 
Paris Edition of Artists and Models, 
which Phil Baker said was in two 
scenes: the opening scene and the ob
scene. We were stopped at the gates 
of Ravinia Outdoor Opera because 
the Ford rattled too loudly. But the 
highlight of the three days came 
when we got into the Wabash Grill, 
somewhere around Wabash & Con- 
gresv.

The Wabash Grill had a jazz band 
that played in shirtsleeves. The beer, 
served in steins, wasn't beer as we 
know it today. It was what they 
called “near beer,” a brew without 
any alcoholic content. But at the 
Wabash it was spiked with two shots 
of raw alcohol, which sat on top of 
the liquid.

Two things about visiting that 
speakeasy always bothered me in 
later years. One was how we got in, 
being considerably under age, and 
the other was who was in that jazz 
band. I was never again able to lo
cate anyone, either musician or lis
tener. who remembered or had heard 
of the Wabash Grill.

Tliis all came to mind the other 
night as I watched the initial session 
of Pete Kelly’s Blues on TV. If you 
remove some of the melodrama tics 
(no one who discovered a corpse in 
a hotel room, even in the twenties, 
vouId come back for a second look) 
the show does have a ring of musical 
authenticity. This was especially evi- 
dent in the contrast between Kelly's 
group (led by Cathcart’s cornet) and 

the stage band with the personality 
leader and the terrible banality of 
the muted trumpet.

Phil Gordon, who plays the part of 
the jazz piano player, once played 
with Ben Pollack's orchestra as pi
anist and vocalist. The conductor for 
the show is clarinetist Matty Mat
lock, of Bob Crosby Dixieland Band 
fame, and the blues singer Savannah 
Brown is, of course, Connee Boswell 
of New Orleans.

There wasn’t enough time in the 
show's half hour to develop the music 
and unravel a rather complicated 
plot. The show opened with what 
sounded like a coda to a number 

Buescher’s New Standard of Quality 
Means True Professional Performance

All-new Buescher Trumpets, Comets and Trombones are 
musically improved inside and out ... to meet today's 
demand for big, full tone. New valves! New unitized 
mouthpipes! New achievements in tuning that virtually 
eliminate intonation faults! But don't take our word for 
it! Write today for the name and address of your nearest 
Buescher dealer...see, hear and play the all-new Buescher 
yourself. You’ll agree “You Never Heard It So Good!”

Mthto of th» SUPER 'W, th» "Ito", th» SUPER ARISTOCRAT, th» ARISTOCRAT »nil AC ADE MT Tint Bind Instrumtntt

that had been played before air 
time. Then the band had two short 
numbers Charleston and Blues in F 
Minor, plus a swinging version of I'm 
Just Wild About Harry by la Bos
well, who in the show is permanently 
stationed at another speakeasy called 
Fat Annie’s. The sequence involv
ing the stage presentation band was 
thankfully short, and just long 
enough to indicate how bad the pop
ular music of 1927 could sound.

This show could be an interesting 
period piece in jazz musicology, if 
it wasn’t necessary to get it all in
volved and confused with a hard-to- 
believe and melodramatic plot.

INSTRUMENT CO.
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Artists like J. J. Johnson, Harry 
James, Georgie Auld prefer the 
ric her, slightly darker sound they 
get with Sterling Silver Bell Kings. 
Guaranteed NEVER TO CRACK 
—and to carry farther. NOW with 
new exclusive LACQUER FINISH 
to keep bells bright without 
polishing.
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Philly Joe Jones 
plays 

GRETSCH DRUMS

(Continued from page 18)

Not only traditional anti modern 
jazz have produced clarinetists, of 
course. Swing produced Edmond 
Hall, still a swing-man at heart.

Buster Bailey, another who is at 
home in many grooves, continues 
the graceful, fleet fingered tradition 
of Jimmie Noone. Omer Simeon, re
cently recovered from a serious ill
ness, is one of the great clarinetists 
of all time. The very personal style 
of Pee Wee Russell defies description 
or classification—except as jazz. Jim
my Hamilton’s superb musicianship 
and impeccable taste have made him 
a mainstay of the Ellington band.

Benny Goodman today provokes 
the wrath of all the critics when he 
hits a clinker. But BG plays only 
occasionally now, and cannot be ex
pected to be in top condition. Pea
nuts Hucko is an able representative 
of the Goodman tradition The dur
able Tony Parenti can adapt him
self to any style. Matty Matlock 
plays better today than he ever did 
with Bob Crosby.

And meantime, George Lewis, 
making up in sincerity for what he 
lacks in technique, keeps alive the 
deepest roots of instrumental jazz. 
And Woody Herman still blows his 
happy, unpretentious brand of jazz, 
while Eddie Barefield, Cecil Scott, 
Rudy Rutherford, Garvin Bushell 
and Albert Nicholas all help to 
demonstrate that the clarinet is far 
from insignificant.

There are, of course, other reed in
struments which occasionally appear 
in jazz — oboe, bassoon, the bass clar
inet — though no one yet has spe
cialized in any of them. The bass 
sax, a monstrous horn that can be 
played from a sitting position only, 
has one proficient specialist: Joe 
Rushton.

Thus it is that clarinet and four 
saxophones — soprano, alto, tenor 
and baritone — continue to domi
nate in jazz. Sometimes it seems that 
nothing new 01 fresh is emerging 
from them, yet always there are 
gifted young artists who rise and 
stake out their claim to recognition 
while your glance is in another di
rection. These are the hope and 
mainstay of jazz.

A thin, elastic tongue of cane fas
tened at one end to the mouthpiece 
of an instrument? Yes, Mr. Webster, 
perhaps that’s all it is. But how 
much meaning and fire and variety 
have found their way into expres
sion through this simple principle.

Strictly Ad Lib
(Continued from page 8)

CHICAGO

JAZZ NOTES: Bryce Somers, di
rector of Mercury’s internation I di
vision (he works out of Geneva, 
Switzerland), was in town to meet 
the press, among other things. Said 
the demand for American popular 
music, including rock ’n’ roll, is ris
ing in Communist countries. Here’s 
how they get the stuff: tapes are 
made from Voice of America and 
other Western broadcasts, the music 
is put on disc, the discs are Iwot- 
legged. Somers said the record mar
ket in Western Europe, meantime, 
is expanding brightly . . .

As usual, the meeting of the Afusic 
Operators of America had an expen
sive package of talent to entertain its 
members and manufacturers. Pops 
and country and Western performers 
involved included Red Foley and 
the Promenaders, the Kirby Stone 
Four, Cathy Carr, Donna High
tower. Tommy Edwards, Suzy Dallas. 
Peter Potter emceed. Bob Crosby, 
scheduled to be there, didn’t make 
it . . . Attendance of juke box oper
ators at the get-together was report
edly below expectations, and theory 
had it that recent dubious publicity 
for the juke box industry was to 
blame. Plans moving ahead for the 
ARMADA (American Record Man
ufacturers and Distributors Associa
tion) meet at the Morrison June 7, 
8 and 9 . . .

Doc Evans and his Dixieland band 
scheduled May 24 at the Butterfield 
Fire House on Route 56, and May 
25 at the Leland Hotel in Aurora, 
Ill. Doc has been playing at his own 
Rampart Chib in Mendota, Minn., 
near Minneapolis since last July . . . 
Meantime, trombonist George Bru
nis, who’s had his group in the 
1111 Club here so long (about eight 
years) that hed become a fixture, 

' has pulled out. He’s playing in Mad
ison, Wise., and points west . . -

Lee Castle, in town long enough 
for a gig at the Great Lakes naval 
training center with the Jimmy Dor
sey band, reports dance business 
good everywhere he’s played, adding 
one more item to the body of evi
dence for a resurgence of big band 
music . . . Dave Usher at Argo re
ports the company can't keep its 
recent two-pocket Ahmad Jamal 
album in stock . . .

IN PERSON: George Matson and 
Teddi King moved into Mister
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CLYDE McCOY

"Mr. Sugar Blues," 
long an Olds enthusiast, 

raves about his newest 
Olds, the Mendez model 

—"brilliant tone . . .
magic valve action I” ( 

Night club, radio, TV 
and Capitol recording 

team, Clyde and his 
Olds are indeed

the real McCoy.

Kelly's, following Sarah Vaughan. 
Oscar Marienthal, one of the owners, 
impressed by the work and success of 
Larry Adler in New York, has signed 
the harmonica virtuoso lor appear
ances over the next two sears . . . 
Martin Denny’s group followed Car
men Cavallaro into London House 
. . . Dorothy Donnegan takes over 
from him May 12, continuing to 
May 31 . . .

Proceeds of the fourth annual pro
gram of the Catholic Interracial 
Council of Chicago at the Civic 
Opera will go, as usual, to continue 
the council's educational activities 
to improve race relations. Taking 
part in the big May 3 show: Louis 
Prima and Keely Smith, Johnny 
Mathis, the George Shearing quin
tet, Henry Brandon and the Chez 
Paree orchestra, Don McNeil of 
breakfast club fame.

LOS ANGELES
JAZZNOTES: Clear the decks for 

L.A.'s fust (annual?) blockbustin’ 
jazz festival at the Hollywood Bowl 
in September . . . Saxman Herb Gel
ler will remain in the east; tenorist 
Richie Kamuca took his spot with 
Shelly Manne’s quintet . . . Pro
ducer Phil Waxman is overt tiring 
Red Nichols to play himself in the 
Gene Krupa biopic set to roll short
ly at Columbia . . . Gene Norman 
and Frank Bull have set their 1959 
Dixieland Jubilee, which will star 
Louis Armstrong, for September 12 
. . . Singer Ernie Andrews left the 
Harry James band — in a hurry. 
Anil just before a tout of Texas! 
Marvin Shore replaced Harry Baba- 
sin on bass and lead trumpeter 
Ollie Mitchell took Al Porcino’s 
chair . . . Young Santa Monica vocal
ist and altoist Don Shelton is replac
ing Bob Strasen of the Hi-Los’s. 
Shelton recently participated in the 
8th annual college jazz bash at The 
Lighthouse.

Louis Armstrong again will open 
the festivities at Monterey this year. 
Maybes are Basie, Ella, the MJQ 
plus the Dave Lambert singers 
. . . Tenor man Bill Perkins went 
to work in the production depart
ment at World Pacific Records 
. . . The Jimmy Giuffre Three 
(Jim Hall and Buddy Clark) are 
off to Europe in May on a Nor
man Granz tour which will include 
Gerry Mulligan and Gene Krupa ... 
The Duke Ellington Jazz Society 
zoomed past its first birthday last 
month . . . Bassist Scott La Faro 
exited the Stan Kenton band: Car-

BEN ARDEN'S

Mendez model Olds 
answers every demand 

for the versatility required 
of Ben and his 

orchestra at the famed 
Empire Room of Chicago's 

Palmer House . . .
as he backs the floor 

show . . . then switches 
to music for dancing 

... or plays lead with his 
all-Olds trumpet trio.
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FUTURE ARTISTS OF AMERICA
Robert Lee Martin, 
Ashtabula, Ohio 
says: “I thought I 

music but quickly 
learned otherwise at 
WESTLAKE. No other 
school can teach the 
modern idiom as 
well — you not only 
understand it fully 

and write w th pro

Bob is w'trktnR for 
his deg <>e n

■■ ern music. Since 
early youth, he has studied music, played 
in his school bands, in fraternity combos 
and at Ohio University was a music-minor 
Martin plans a professional career in mod
ern music, composing, arranging, playing 
and one day direct his own group.
Send for free catalog 2 yi diploma and 4 yr. de 
gree courses, tuition includes 2 private lessons ea. 
week Daily band and combo, dorms, payment plan, 
appr. for vets 3 starting semesters: Spring. Sum
mer, Fall. Also Home Study Arranging Course.

I WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

(DB514S9) 
Age

State

I Name . 
I Address 
J City

The best play BESSON

DUCK CLAYTON —One of the prominent 
stars who piny Besson brasses

ÌCOLD SORES 
FEVER 

BLISTERS

EARLY APPLICATION 
USUALLY PREVENTS 

THE UNSIGHTLY 
FORMATION OF A

COLD SORE OR 
FEVER BLISTER

MEDICATED FOR 
QUICK RELIEF. DAILY 
USE CONDITIONS 
THE UPS. KEEPS THEM 
SOFT AND HEALTHY.

Bop Glasses 
$2.25 Wr

Clear or 
Tinted Leniei 

(Mon A Ladle») 
Caio Free Brown or Black Frame» 

Hend Made Optical Frame Bop Glene» $3.SO 
Bop 4 Strine Ties.—.—_____$1.00 ea.

SEFTON SALES CO. Dept. D
1145 E. 14Hi St. Brooklyn 30. N. Y.

C.O.D.'t accepted in U. S. only 

son Smith flew east to replace him 
.. . Ray Anthony switched to cornet, 
says, “What with the Red Nichols 
movie and Pete Kelly’s Blues on TV, 
it looks like the cornet is coming 
back.” Nat Adderley take note.

Howard Rumsey is contracting/ 
producing and Bob Cooper is writ
ing the music for a forthcoming 
documentary, A Building Is Many 
Buildings, for Graphic Films . . . 
World Pacific recently recorded 
Annie Ross backed by Zoot Sims on 
tenor and a rhythm section of Jim 
Hall, Billy Bean, guitars; Russ Free
man, piano; Monty Budwig, bass, 
and alternating drummers Mel 
Lewis and Frank Capp . . . Charlie 
Botterill, percussionist with the tour
ing Mantovani orch., commented 
that this is his 121th trip stateside, 
adding, “When 1 tell that to customs 
officials, they think I'm putting 
them on.”

IN PERSON: As usual, the Holly
wood jazz club scene was confused 
. . . Seems everybody wants Sonny 
Rollins, Miles Davis, et al, but balks 
at the asking prices. Rollins, cur
rently at S.F.’s Jazz Workshop, may 
go into Jazzville the second week in 
May; Hiles, who'll be here in late 
June lor a Shrine concert, also may 
open there.

Gerry Mulligan was set to do the 
first 10 Maydays at the Crescendo 
followed by June Christy and the 
Ellington band (perhaps) . . . Harry 
Schiller’s Seville club seemed to be 
charting a befogged course for the 
period following the departure of 
Terry Gibbs’ big band. The Gibbs 
crew will open the new stripspot, 
The Cloister (ex-Mocambo), may 
then drop anchor awhile in Las 
Vegas before heading east. Mean
while, back at the Seville, it looked 
like a gig lor Shelly Manne’s group 
and the brothers Candoli working 
a continuous-music policy.

Trumpeter Jack Millman began 
a series of Monday nights at the Pea
cock Lane, across the street from 
Jazzville, showcasing his big band

. . Two new clubs opened: the 
Gohlen Mirror (Gil Bedford’s room) 
at the location of the long-shuttered 
Pico-Dilly on Pico at Western. 
Bassist Bill Pickins’ quartet broke in 
the jazz there weekends and Harold 
Land’s quintet seemed set to follow 
... In Hollywood Herb Cohen add
ed yet another room to his coffee 
house string with opening of The 
Lamp every night except Mondays 
and Tuesdays. Les McCann’s trio is 
featured, with the leader on piano, 
Jack Bruce on bass, Alonzo Gara- 
baldi on drums and Gene McDaniel 
taking care of the vocals.

Walter Benton’s quartet began a 
gig April 13 at the Intime where 
Ron Jefferson’s four subs Tuesdays 
and Sundays . . . Jess Stacy opened 
at the Huddle-Bundy restaui mt in 
Santa Monica . . . Pete Jolly and 
Ralph Pena left the Ram’s Horn m 
the Valley to begin a lengthy stav at 
the Strip’s Sherry’s . . . Pee Wee 
Lynn, piano, and drummer Mel 
Saunders continue to dispense their 
brand of Kansas City music at An
dre’s Smoke House on Sepulveda . 
Jack Denison’s on the Strip lor sev 
eral weeks . . . Besides being seen 
anti heard on Lee Giroux’s < vening 
NBC-TV show, The New Yorkers, 
(Bill Baker, piano; Cal Gooden, 

guitar; Bob Meyer, bass) arc mak 
ing with the light and lively at the 
Beverly Gourmet . . . Sammy Davis 
Jr. returns to the Moulin Rouge for 
a three-weeker beginning May 9.

Holly wood Palladium has set the 
AFM band contest for May I and 2: 
Jerry Gray, May 8-9, P. Prado, May 
15-16, Gus Bivona, “May 22-23, 
Rene Touzet, May 29-30.

PHILADELPHIA

J AZZNOTES: Ella Fitzgerald had 
to accept “extra added attraction” 
billing at her Latin Casino date here 
as the Three Stooges were starred 
. . . Some of the city’s top society 
names were patrons of the recent 
Duke Ellington-Billie Holiday-Dizzy 
Gillespie concert al the Academy of 
Music. The Devon Country Fair 
was sponsor, for the benefit of the 
Bryn Mawr Hospital . . . Other recent 
jazz concerts featured Chris Barber 
at the Academy and Dakota Staton, 
Rav Charles and Sonny Stitt at 
Town Hall . . . Marshall Stearns 
brought jazz dancers Albert Minns 
and Leon James in for an appear
ance at the Philadelphia Art Alli
ance . . . Bandsman Oscar Dumont 
has formed a “bring back the name 
bands” club over Camden’s station 
WKDN. He featured his band at a 
Saturday night dance at the Holly 
House, Pennsauken, hopes to bring 
in name bands . . . Philadelphian 
David Amram, featured on French 
horn on Sal Salvador’s Decca Al
bum, wrote the music for “Kataki, 
a new play which opened at the 
Walnut Theater here . . . Salvador, 
who played a recent date at the Red 
Mill Inn, has signed altoman Joe 
Sopes (ex-Thornhill, Elgart, Coving
ton) as contractor-business manager 
. . . Slam Slattery is playing bass 
with the Bert Payne group at the 
suburban Valley Inn . . . Bulletin 
columnist Frank Brookhouset took 
a pot-shot at the rock ’n’ rollers in 
a piece recalling the days when 
swing was king.
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Classified Ads
30c PER WORD—MINIMUM CHARGE $4.50

DEADLINE: 20 day* prior to 
"on sale" date of issue. 

Remittance must accompany copy 
Count Name, Address, City and State 

Box Number Service, 50c Extra

’ ARRANGEMENTS
pJyE-PEILSTYLED ARRANGEMENTS for trumpet, 

tenor tiombone, a'to-bary, rhythm. B. Eber
hart, P O. Box 323, East Lansing. Michigan 

¡SoiwT JAZZ COMPOSED for any group (large 
or small transposing, copying, orchestrating. 
George Kogers, 4474 S. Oakeuwald Ave., Chi- 
cago 13, 111-______ ___________________________  
SMALL BANDSII Smooth, danceable, full sounding 
arrangements voiced for the following: Trumpet, 
Alto, T-nor plus rhythm; Trumpet, Tenor, 
Trombone plus rhythm; Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, 
Trombone plus rhythm. Also MEDLEYS for 
4 sax’s, trumpet, rhythm. Arranging Service 24 
Lmcoln Ave., Pittsford. New York____________ 
DIXIELAND 75c each. Zep Meissner, 5015 Biloxi

No. Jb >11ywood, Calif.______________________
HNO( BAND ARRANGEMENTS $3.00 ea. List. AI 
Thomas, f O. Box 1987, Hollywood 28, Calli.

FOR SALE
USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE BREASTED 

$5 TUXEDO TROUSERS $4 KALE UNIFORMS, 607 
W ROOSEVELT RD CHICAGO, III.

PROGRESSIVE JAZ7 COLLECTION 78 rpm. Most on 
[»issued. 250. $60. Plumb 420 S. Countyline, Hins- 
dole. Hl

HELP WANTED
WANTED: String-Bassist. If you double, list other 
instrument Top Grade, Back every night. Clem Brau 
Orch. Ariington, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS
SONGWRITERS —Original Melody-lines available. 

Full price. $15 each. Add your own lyrics. 
Add A Lyric, P.O. Box 33, College Park, 
Maryland.

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT HOME 
WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 WELLE ST., 
LAFAYETTE. INDIANA.

WRITE SONGS?? Read “Songwriter’s Review" maga
zine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19, 25c 
copy; $2.50 year.__________________________

SONGWRITERS, protect your ideas! Hold ail songs, 
poems! Write for safe, correct procedure. 
SOM; SERVICE, Dept. DB, 333 West 56th 
St., New York 19, N. Y._________________

11,000 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY LINES, PARODIES, 
ROUTINES, SIGHT-BITS. 1700 PAGES! FREE CATA
LOG, WRITE: ORBEN PUBLICATIONS, 111 E. 
CARPENTER ST., VALLEY STREAM, N Y.

SWING PIANO-BY-MAIL. 30 self-teaching lessons 
$3.00; (samples) over fifty publications. Phil Breton 
hiblications, P.O, Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebr.

BUY THE REEO WITH THE GROOVES

uniform grading 
easier response 

better intonation 
longer lasting I

MADE IN PARIS OF £ 
FINEST FRENCH CANE &

PIANO
SIGHT .RUDIK

Remarkably successful 
method for improving 
your piano playing 
through pleasant, en
joyable sight-reading. 
This easily-understood 
book may be used as a 
self-instruct ion course 

• • • or may be used as a text by a teacher. New psy- 
wiologif.il approach to effective piano study. Full price 
W $4 95 postpaid—or C.O.D. plus postage. Satisfaction 

refund guaranteed. Order ‘’Piano Sight-Reading" to-
W! Nelson.Hall Co.. 210 S. Clinton St.. Dept. DR-90.CMcaio 5.

IN PERSON: A real “swing into 
Spring” here as April was ushered in. 
Line-up for the first week of April: 
The George Shearing quintet doing 
good business as the first jazz group 
ever featured at the Celebrity Room; 
Ella was at the Latin Casino, an
other non-jazz spot: Chico Hamilton 
was at the Red Mill Inn: Harrv 
(Sweets) Edison at Pep’s and James 
Moody at the Show Boat; plus the 
Duke-Billie-Dizzy concert April 3... 
Other recent attractions at the Red 
Hill included the Lennie Tristano 
quintet; the Four Freshman, Elling
ton, Gillespie and Salvador . . . Jim
my Smith, Phineas Newborn Jr., 
Oscar Peterson and Miles Davis 
were featured recently at the Show
boat and Arnett Cobb and Wild Bill 
Davis were at Pep’s . . . Jack Fields, 
former owner of the Blue Note, 
brought Bobby Hackett in as the 
first jazz attraction at the Petti Arms 
. . . Louie Bellson’s swinging 17- 
piece band backed up Pearl Bailey 
at her Latin Casino date . . . Pianist 
Bill Hollis and his New Sounds Trio 
are at the Variety Room . . . Drum
mer Chick Keeney led a combo at 
the Lindenwold Inn in New Jersey 
. . . Cozy Cole also played a jersey 
date, at the Tippin Inn in Berlin . . . 
Tiny Grimes was featured at the 
Starlight Supper Club . . . The 
Gene Varnes quartet played at 
Spider Kelly’s.

MONTREAL
JAZZNOTES: The Art Morrow 

Wednesday afternoon series on 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corpora
tion Trans-Canada radio network 
will take a rest for the summer 
months, to return in October. Re
placement will be the Johnny 
Holmes band with singer Sheila 
Graham . . .

Liberty magazine will shortly pre
sent a detail survey of the current 
condition of jazz in Canada. The 
project is in the hands of Associate 
Editor Tom Aiderman who has 
called in a network ol jazz person
ages across the nation. Phil Mac- 
Kellar of CKFH in Toronto will 
cover his area, Peter Shaw the Hull- 
Ottawa region, Jacques Parent the 
Quebec City and environs, and 
Henry Whiston of Montreal CBC 
the Montreal portion . . .

The much-awaited appearance of 
Montreal vibist Yvan Landry at a 
Jazzmo jazz concert in Quebec City 
fell through at the last moment in 
March. His sidemen couldn’t get 
replacements for their symphonic 
broadcasts! Yvan has indicated his 
willingness to take part in one of 
their future concerts, possibly at the 
end of May . . .

I FREE CHORD CHART For All Instruments

• Bend For Your* Today) * 

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE. Four sepa- 
rate slide rules give all chords, transpo
sition and scales at a glance Also 14 
choices of harmonizing any melody note. 
Complete

523—SELF-INSTRUCTION IN HARMONY $1.50 
499—HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN JAZZ

CHORUSES 
52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELODIES 
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

959—SLIGHT READING TECHNIQUE 
57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC 
16—HOW TO PLAY MODERN JAZZ

365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1728 modern 
two-measure jazz phrases to fit all

$1.50 
$1.00

. .50

... .50
.50

$1.50

chords
902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES
371—MODERN BLUES STYLES
372—NEW STYLE AD-LIB SOLOS
47—IMPROVISING and HOT PLAYING.

.50

.75
$1.25

Hundreds of improvisation patterns shown
on all chords 

58—BASS IMPROVISING 
498—PLAYING BY CHORDS 
501—LESSONS IN AD-LIB PLAYING 
997—HOW TO TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT 
524—ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS

.50 

.50
$1.00 
$1.50 
$1.50

. $1.00

$1.00

FOR PIANO 
528—SELF-INSTRUCTION IN POPULAR PIANO

Complete Beginners Course $1.50
910—1.500 CHORD PROGRESSIONS All the

chords used in popular music. . $1.50
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD HITS.

Exciting different harmonizations $1.00
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR

PIANO $1.00
80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE $1.00
88—MODERN BLOCK CHORD PROGRES

SIONS. Examples and exercises m
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS 

904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS 
66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HARMONIZATIONS

354—MODERN CHORD APPLICATION How to 
use fourth chords. 9th. 11th and 13th 
chords in modern jazz piano styling

364—LEFT HAND IDEAS FOR MODERN 
PIANIST and how to apply them

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS Adlib 
jazz phrases to fit the most used chord 
progressions

980—MODERN JAZZ ACCOMPANIMENTS
64—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES

907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS 
10—MODERN PIANO RUNS. 180 Professional 

runs on all chords ........................ ! $1.00

FOR GUITAR
500—WALKING BASS FOR GUITAR . . . .50
344—11TH CHORDS FOR GUITAR .50
503—CHORD ROUTINES. The most used chord 

sequences as found in all popular music. 
The "Formula" of all chord progres
sions en

362—GUITAR RUNS
353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS 50
42—GUITAR CHORDS, in diagram $1.25

982—GUITAR INTRODUCTIONS 50
367—UNUSUAL CHORD POSITIONS .75
346—OCTAVE UNISON STYLIZING FOR GUI

TAR. Modern double and triple string
solo technique and how to apply it .75

Minimum Order $1.00—Money Back Guarantee 

[FREE CATALOG| PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER

WALTER STUART music studio inc.
Box 805-F, Union, New Jersey

WHERE TO OO
WEST

ANDRE SMOKEHOUSE
K.C. Jazz by Poo Woe Lynn and Mel Saunders.

Nightly except Sunday from 9 til ? 
Seo Food Specialty

8532 Sepulveda Blvd., Sepulveda, Calif.

HOWARD RUMSEY'S 
Lighthouse All-Stan 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 
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Dixieland fans in the audience of 
CBM’s “Jazz At Its Best” program 
had a big boost recently when Mem
ber of Parliament Egan Chambers 
professed deep interest in the tra
ditional and Dixieland jazz fields. 
His only regret, he says, is that he 
can’t find the space in his Ottawa 
offices for a hi-fi setup!

Editor John Norris of “Coda,” a 
fan magazine dealing mainly with 
traditional jazz, promises several 
pages of his magazine will be de
voted to a coverage of Canada’s mod
ern music. He has been mimeograph
ing his magazine for a year now, 
with circulation of about 500 . . .

IN PERSON: Charlie Stewart is 
playing Hammond organ in the 
Astor lounge . . . Pianist Collie 
Ramsey is leading his trio through 
their rapid paces at the lounge up
stairs from Dunn’s midtown deli
catessen . . . Pianist Alfred Wade 
hopes to see his Sunday afternoon 
jam sessions at Le Vieux Moulin 
continue right through the summer. 
He fronts the “Stablemates” quartet 
there, with Eve Adams as vocalist.

Music News from Coast to Coast

10 Years Ago
On Cover: Connie Haines. Head

line: Hillbilly Boom Can Spread 
Like Plague . . . Johnny Green gets 
Oscar. for movie score of Easter 
Parade . . . Gerry Mulligan writing 
for Claude Thornhill . . . Sarah 
Vaughan does concert in L.A. with 
Art Tatum backed by Kenton All 
Stars with Dave Lambert and Erroll 

Doris DayGarner assisting .
signs for screening of Young Man 
With a Horn . . . Capitol buys two 
David Allen sides from Fran Kelly 
. . . Vic Damone bought his con
tract back from Lou Capone for a 
reported $15,000 . . . Jack Kapp, 
president and founder of Decca, 
dies . . . Columbia cuts prices on 
10-inch pop singles to 60c . . . Billie 
Holiday denied a cabaret license 
. . . Janis Paige does theater tour 
with Freddy Martin.

¥

25 Years Ago
Headline: More Work for Musi

cians . . . Quote: “With the repeal 
of prohibition during the past win
ter, business improved so rapidly 
that many idle musicians had to be 
pressed into service immediately .. 
Bob Crosby organizes band with the 
Dorsey Bros. . . . Buddy Rogers at 
College Inn has Dewey Beigman, 
piano; Gene Krupa, drums; Screwy 
Douglas, vocalist . . . Caesar Petrillo 
on trombone in the Chicago Theater 
pit ... Ted Weems has young 
brother Art on trumpet; Red Ingle 
on sax and violin; Parker Gibbs, 
sax; Country Washburn, bass; Elmo 
Tanner, whistling . . . Rudy Vallee 
set for Pavilion Royal, Long Island,
N.Y. Fenlie Grofe at Claremont
Inn, N.Y.... Kay Kayser at Miramar 
Hotel, Santa Monica . . . Jess Stacy 
playing at Subway Cafe, Chicago.

THE GREATEST NAMES IN JAZZ WILL HELP YOU BE A MODERNIST!
new DIRECTIONS IN JAZZ PIANO—Page after 
page of interesting harmonic innovations, new 
styles ond techniques to give fresh, modern ideas 
to the pianist................................................... $1.50
INNOVATIONS IN FULL CHORD TECHNIQUE— 
Don t let playing chords tie you up in knots. 
This complete book illustrates how Brubeck, 
Shearing, Tristano use the full chord technique 
—parallel, block, whole tone, minor.......... $1.50 
GEORGE SHEARING PLAYS LEONARD FEATHER 
From the latest recordings by this Giant of Jazz 
come these ultra modem Jazz stylings in Pro
gressive Jazz for Piano................ ............. $1.50
THELONIOUS MONK PIANO ORIGINALS—The first 
written examples of this genius' improvising and 
chord sequences. From his latest recording. $1.50 
HAL SCHAEFER IN THE JAZZ WORK SHOP 
—6 brilliant piano transcriptions direct from 
his new RCA Victor Album............................  .$1.25

MICKEY BAKER'S COMPLETE COURSE IN JAZZ 
GUITAR: 52 lessons devoted strictly to Jazz. Riffs, 
Bop, Solos, Breaks, Intros, Runs, etc. Only $1.50 
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: HARLEM JAZZ. The only 
Ad Lib solos, riffs and single string choruses by 
this great Jazz Guitarist. Will help you formulate 
a style in the Jazz idiom.........................only $1.50
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS — A reference book 
with over 1000 chords usod in modern music.
Every musician needs one.. .$1.25
MODERN JAZZ: How to play the new Jazz styling.
Every phase covered. All instrument. . $1.50

MILT HINTON and OSCAR PETTIFORD. Great Jan 
Lines for String Bass. Frosh new ideas for the 
modern bass men. Vol. 1 & Vol. 2....$1.50 each 
23 ORIGINALS BY GERRY MULLIGAN. For small 
Combos exactly as he recorded them. All in one 
big book. PLAYABLE BY ANY COMBO... $2.00 
27 ORIGINALS BY JIMMY GIUFFRE. For small 
Combos as he recorded them. Designed for any 
small group. All in one big book.... .Only $2.00 
24 ORIGINALS BY PETE RUGOLO: Designed for 
and playable by any combo. First time available.

SUPER SOUNDS SIMPLIFIED. Dr. Deutsch's system 
of applying Hindemith, Schoenberg, and Schillinger

Real professional material. . $2.00

to modern Jazz. $1.50
STAN GETZ: Tenor Sax Jazz. From his fabulous 
recordings come these greatest of all modern

EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT READING—How to 
develop absolute pitch, sight singing and ear 
training for all voices and instruments. Dr. Maury

improvisations and jazz lines Only $1.50

CHORDS AND PROGRESSIONS. VOLUME 1 & 2.
—-Theory made easyl Learn Popular, Modem, 
Chromatic, Deceptive, Substitute and —

Deutsch $1.50

ZOOT SIMS PRESENTS: THE ART OF JAZZ. Includes 
the only written examples of his exciting Impro-
visations and Ad Lib choruses $1.50

progressions 
musician

essential the
“Blues" 
modern

$1.50 «ach
DAVE BRUBECK'S PIANO WORKS — transcribed 
from hit latest recordings so you can play them 
too. The first printed examples of the Brubeck 
creative style and improvisations—Volumes I 
°"d 11............................................ $2.00 each
SHORTY ROGERS’ JAZZ THEMES FOR PIANO. 
Seven progressive ¡azz solos as recorded on Victor 
records. Ultra Modern...............................on|y $1 JQ
HOW TO IMPROVISE—Complete control of th. 
subtle sounds is yours in everything you play from 
Dixieland lo Latin for all instruments.......... $1.50 
SHELLY MANNE DRUM FOLIO: Original drum parts 
as written and played by Shelly. His special re
cording free, loaded with new Ideas & technics 
Ploy and hear the drum partsl.................... $2.50
DRUMCRAFT — the modem approach for the dance 
drummer . . . faking, reading, Latin beat. 
Dixieland . , . correct use of accessories ... 
commercial drumming, etc.......... ................ $1,50
SCHEDULED DRUM WARM-UP: By DR. DUETSCH.

fh® Drumm« with a limited time for study. 
Will enable you to play the most exacting drum 
part* ......................................................... $1.50
JOHNNY SMITH'S AID TO TECHNIC—This great 
Guitarist shows how to acquire dexterity, speed 
ond complete control of the fingerboard.. $1.50 
JOHNNY SMITH GUITAR INTERPRETATIONS 
Take your pick, but you must know the modem 
guitar sounds. This book shows you how. Vols. 
1 °"d 11...................................................$1.50 each

SEND FOR FREE LIST—C. O. D Service on Two

A COURSE IN MODERN HARMONY — Begins 
where old fashioned books end . • • basic 
foundation for the study of arranging........ $1.50 
KEY TO MODERN DANCE BAND ARRANGING: A 
new book with progressive ideas for small or 
large groups. All styles fully explained. .. .$2.00 
SUPER CHORDS SIMPLIFIED, by Dr. Deutsch. Con
tains counterpoint, improvisation, modulation, 
every chord and progression in modern music, 
etc. .........................................................price $1.50
AD-LIB—Basic instruction in the art of creating 
AD LIB choruses. TAKE-OFFS and improvising. 
Includes ANALYZED AD LIE Choruses on 24
Standards only $1.50
190 MODERN JAZZ PASAGES: Examples of mod
em Jazz ad-lib styling as used by the great jazz
stars. Name your instrument $1.50
DANCE BAND ARRANGING—A new modern book 
by Dr. Deutsch containing all the new styling.
technics, 
ranger. .

Become a topnotch ar- 
........................ only $1.50

MILES DAVIS SKETCH ORKS: 10 Originals for 
small combos exactly as recorded. Playable by
any small group combo. .Only $1.50
TONY SCOTT WAILS: REAL JAZZ for Clarinet by 
this new sensation. You can swing in the style 
of our times A new concept In modem jo» for 
all clarinetists. Vol. I A II...................$1.50 each
ROCK AND ROLL SKETCH-ORKS: 12 Swinging 
Originals for small combos—all Instrument!. All 
In one big book.........................................only $1.50
BUDDY DEFRANCO'S JAZZ CONCERTO: From his 
new Verve recording comet this great Clarinet 
Jazz work................................................. Only $1.00

1500 CHORD PROGRESSIONS: For a bettor technic 
in AD LIB playing—Improvise jazz passages on 
these Progressions. For all musicians..........$1.50
CHARLIE PARKER'S YARDBIRD ORIGINALS
Any alto sax man can take off on these original 
solos and ad-lib exactly as recorded by Porker. 
Includes piano accompaniment.......................$1.50
AL COHN'S RECORD SOLOS FOR SAX — from his 
hit records come these solos for tenor sax..$1.25
LEE KONITZ: JAZZ LINES. Exciting Alto Sax Im
provisations from his latest recordings. With 
instructions on acquiring the new Jazz conception. 
......................................................................... $1.50
SONNY ROLLINS' FREEDOM SUITE: Great Tenor 
Sax jazz lines, new exciting jazz from his newest 
Riverside recording ................ $1.50
LEARN TO WRITE PROGRESSIVE SOUNDS—New 
sounds through harmony, melody, 12 tone technic 
and rhythm, plus 6 modern jazz works. Music of 
the future......................................................... $150
THE SOUNDS OF GERRY MULLIGAN: Ultra modern 
swinging Sax solos from this fabulous stylist's 
greatest recordings............ .............. $1.50
CHAS. PARKER'S BEBOP SOLOS FOR ALTO SAX— 
exciting new sounds: a must for alto men. Jazz 
in the Parker tradition...................................$1.25
THE ARTISTRY OF SHORTY ROGERS—Trumpet 
solos by this Giant of modem Jazz. From his lat
est records................................................. only $150
THE WEST COAST JAZZ SCENE—More brilliant 
Trumpet solos and various examples of the Shorty 
Rogers Style.......................................   .price $1.50

Rush Your Order — a post card will do 
Foreign orders given Immediate attention.

Postage paid on prepaid order*

Book« or Moro

ROCHESTER ll.H.Y.
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3. S’ a 14* Snare 
4 S’ a IF Tom Tom 
S. W Hl Hal Cymbals 
7. I»’ Ride Cymbal 
8. 20* Ride Cymbal 
s. 22* Slzzln Cymbal

for Musi- 
the repeal 

e past win-

“Jo’s been up there for a long time—and he 
gets better every year!” An international 
jazz authority so described Jo Jones recently 
—and fans by the thousands agree.

Jo was bom in Chicago in 1911, and named 
Jonathan. His light, subtle rhythms and the 
big Jones grin achieved national prominence 
during a long stint with Count Basie, from 
1936 till 1948.

He starred as a featured drummer in Jazz 
at the Philharmonic Concerts, and with Illi
nois Jacquet, Lester Young, Joe Bushkin 
and other top-flight people.

Now on tour with his own four-man combo, 
he continues to stand high on anybody’s list 
of the Top Ten drummers

And everywhere Jo Jones goes, Ludwigs 
go. Jo says Ludwigs get better every year.

He’s right. They do.
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Listen to 
Ludwig for 
that sharp 
perfection in 
snare tone..

Many quality features add to the tonal beauty 
of Ludwig snare drums . . . among them, the 
exclusive Snappi-Wire Snares Each wire is 
solidly embedded in a plastic snare plate to pro
vide maximum surface contact with the drum
head for that sharp, clear, brilliant tone. Com
pare the modern tone of Ludwig and hear for 
yourself why Ludwig is unquestionably ... the 
MOST FAMOUS NAME ON DRUMS!
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Here are three of the |
very latest j reasons J$ 5« •

why we say: I

YOU’LL PLAY BETTER 
with A Selmer

TONY SCOTT
First Place—Clarinet

Down Beat and 
Metronome Polls

STAN GETZ
First Place—Tenor Sax

Down Beat and 
Metronome Polls

First Place—Alto Sax
Down Beat and 

Metronome Polls

There’s no rule we know of that says winners of the annual 
Down Beat and Metronome polls have to play Selmers. Yet 
that’s the way it has been, year alter year after year. Just look 
back through the records if you want proof! And there’s no 
law that says anyone has to play a Selmer to get in the "big 
money." Yet again, 80% of the highest-paid stars are Selmer 
players! A survey taken just a few months ago showed Selmer 
the 4 to 1 choice of the top pros! Wouldn't you gather from all 
this that Selmer has something no other instrument can offer? 
We suggest that the best way to find out what it offers you is to 
try one... at your nearby Selmer dealer's... as soon as possible!

check and mail the coupon now.

FREE• illustrated brochure describing the many
features of the new Selmer (Paris) Clarinets and Saxo* 
phones that mean easier, better playing and faster

SILMER— Elkhart, Indiana Dept. C-51

Please send FREE brochure describing the new 
[ | Selmer (Paris) Clarinet; [ | Selmer (Paris) Saxophone

Name

Selmer ELKHART, INDIANA

City 
2587 
2571

Zene______ Stat«.
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